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I. Introduction
The Income Shares model of child support guidelines attempts to maintain parental spending
on children after the divorce or separation of the biological parents. Knowledge of child
spending patterns during the time period when both parents live with the children is required to
implement this guideline model. This report will provide estimates of this essential information
from the most recent consumption data available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Determining how parents devote the family’s spending to their children would seem to be
rather simple and straightforward exercise. Ask parents to keep track of their expenditures.
Then ask the parents to determine which expenditures were made on behalf of their children. It
is at this stage that one encounters a problem. For some goods, the allocation of the consumption
could be done with some confidence since the purchase was made for a specific individual. For
example, the purchase of a pair of shoes could be allocated to the person for whom the shoes
were purchased. In other cases, the spending could be allocated on the basis of a reasonable
assumption or based upon information gather in other surveys. Consider the expenditures made
on food by the family. While purchases at the grocery store are typically not made for individual
members, it could be possible to observe the actual consumption of the meal and then allocate
the cost of the meal to the individual members based upon their consumption. Or alternatively
the allocation of the food bill could be done in proportion to the nutritional requirements of the
various family members. That is if one member requires twice the nutrition content as another
member then we could assume that the first individual had consumed twice as much food. But
how does one allocate spending that is made on behalf of the whole family and not one
individual? For example, how should expenditures on shelter and utilities be allocated to the
children? What is a reasonable assumption to make in this situation? One approach would be to
average the spending on housing and other ‘publicly consumed’ goods across all family
members. While this approach has a common sense appeal it is based upon numerous
assumptions that defy any empirical testing and unfortunately most of the family’s expenditures
must be allocated on a per capita basis (dollars spent on a good divided by the number of family
members).
Allocating jointly consumed goods on a per capita basis has always been controversial.
Some child support advocates and researchers have taken the position that child support
guidelines based upon the ‘average cost’ of a child will overstate the ‘true’ cost of the child to the
parents. Instead of focusing upon the average, it has been proposed that a more appropriate
division of spending on the children should be based on a ‘marginal cost’ basis. That is, the
amount of housing or any other jointly consumed good to be attributed to the children should be
the additional amount of housing that the parents purchase because of the presence of the
children. If there are economies of scale in housing consumption then the ‘average cost’ of

housing should diminish with increasing family size. But if the average cost of housing is falling
then the marginal cost associated with each additional family member should be less than the
average cost.
How can we arrive at an estimate of the ‘marginal housing costs’ of the children? One
approach would be to attribute the difference in housing expenditures of parents with children
and childless couples with same amount of total spending as the marginal housing cost of the
children. While this common sense approach may seem appealing, economists warn that it will
not capture the true marginal cost of housing due to the children. If children represent an
economic cost to their parents then the childless couple, even though they have the same total
spending, will be ‘wealthier’ than the parents with the children. Ignoring the effect of the
increased standard of living of the childless couple on their housing expenditures will understate
the true marginal housing costs attributable to the children.
Alternatively, it is suggested that the cost of an additional bedroom should be used. For
example, consider a married couple with one child and rents a two bedroom apartment. The
suggestion would be to examine what a one-bedroom apartment would rent for in the same
complex and assign the difference in rents as the housing cost of the child. While a similar
procedure would have to be created for those families who own their homes, this approach does
have appeal for being direct and clear to understand. However, this approach will only
understate the ‘true’ marginal housing costs of children because it ignores that a childless couple
may not have chosen a home of the size of the one they did minus the square footage of the
additional bedroom if they didn’t have the child. For example, they may have chosen a home
with less play room either inside or outside if they didn’t have a child. To assume that the
presence of the child created a need for only additional bedroom serves only to understate the
housing consumption of the child and consequently only serves to understate the cost of a child.1
Economists approach the problem of allocating consumption to individual family members in
a different manner. Instead of trying to allocate the spending on each consumption item
separately, economists ask how much total spending would a childless couple require to be
equally well off as two parents with a child with a given amount of total spending? If the
childless couple had the same level of total spending as the parents with one child then they
would clearly be materially better off because they didn’t spend any money on the child. Hence
we could reduce the level of total spending by the childless couple until they would equally well
off as the family with a child. The difference in total spending by the two households is
interpreted as the cost of the child or the level of spending on the child.
But how can one determine when families of differing composition are equally well off? The
two leading contenders are the Engel and Rothbarth approaches. These approaches differ from
1

The USDA in their annual reports on expenditures on children use the approach that attempts to allocate individual
consumption purchases to children. In the past, the majority of the family’s consumption was allocated on a per
capita. While food, transportation, health care, and clothing were not allocated on a per capita basis, the USDA
historically had allocated all other purchases including housing on a per capita basis. Only recently has the USDA
changed their allocation of shelter and utility spending to reflect a more ‘marginal cost’ allocation.
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the previously described approach based upon trying to allocate individual purchases to the
children in that they will allocate the entirety of the total spending of the family. These
approaches are much more of ‘top down’ approach than the ‘bottom up’ approach that common
sense may lead one to pursue.
The report is organized as follows. In the next section, the data will be described as well as
the definitions of expenditure categories used in this study. The third section describes the
assumptions and methods used by each of the three alternative approaches to estimating parental
spending. The fourth section describes how I implemented the Rothbarth model. The empirical
estimates derived from the Rothbarth approach will be presented and compared to previous
estimates by the author and other researchers in the fifth section. The next section of the report
presents a sensitivity test of the major assumptions that I have made to estimate the Rothbarth
model. The final section offers some concluding remarks.
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II. Data and Expenditure Categories Employed in Study
The data used in this study is drawn from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE) conducted
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The survey is based upon quarterly interviews of
roughly 7,000 consumer units (families). This data is used for the periodic revisions of the
Consumer Price Index as well as other economic research and analysis of the spending patterns
of American families. The CE is the only nationally representative sample of American families
that collects detailed information on the spending habits of families. As such it is the only
available national survey suited for estimating parental spending patterns.

CE Sample Selection Criteria
The data used in this study are from the interview component of the CEX beginning in the
first quarter of 2004 through the first quarter of 2009. Consumer units are interviewed for five
quarters, however; only data from the second through fifth quarterly interviews are reported in
the public use files. While the BLS treats each quarterly response as an independent observation,
our analysis file is constructed from the quarterly files to reflect a family’s annual expenditures.2
While any unit can have up to four quarterly interviews, some households can’t be located or
refuse to be interviewed and hence will have less than four interviews.
This study was intended to focus upon the spending patterns on children in families where
both parents were present, consequently the following sample restrictions were made:
•

The consumer unit contained a married couple between the ages of 18 and 60 years old;

•

The consumer unit contained six or less children;

•

The consumer unit did not have any other adults (individuals 18 years old or older)
present in the unit even if these adults were the children of the couple;

•

The consumer unit didn’t have a change in family size or composition over the period
that the unit was interviewed; and

•

Only consumer units with at least three completed interviews were included in the final
analysis sample.3

2

See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of the use of annualized quarterly data in lieu of annual data on
consumer units as well as a rational for basing the analysis on a single annual observation for every consumer
instead of up to four annualized observations for every consumer unit.
3

See Appendix B for the details of how these sample selection criteria as well as how additional sample criteria used
in latter analysis affected the size of the analysis sample.
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These restrictions yielded a sample of 7,846 consumer units where 2,937 observations were
childless married couples and 4,909 were married couples with children. Table 1 presents the
distribution of units by the number of children (age less than 18).

Table 1
Sample Observations by Number of Children

Number of Children:

0

Number of Observations: 2,937

1

2

3

4

5 or 6

1,511

2,235

869

214

80

Source: calculations by author

Given the rather small sample sizes for four and more children, most of the following tables will
group three and more children families into a single category for presentation purposes. While
families with four and more children will be included in the analysis, estimates for the cost of
children will be presented for one through three children only.

Distribution of Total Outlays4
The major focus of this study is an examination of how families allocate their total spending
to their children and consequently an initial first step is to define total spending. The BLS
produces two measures of total spending in the consumer unit. The first is their expenditure
concept (TOTEXPPQ and TOTEXPCQ) while the other is denoted as the unit’s outlays
(ETOTALP and ETOTALC). The principle difference between these two concepts is the outlay
concept includes principle payments for any loans are included while the expenditure concept
doesn’t. Both of the above BLS summary measures include two forms of what most researchers
would call savings – payment of social security payroll taxes and payments to retirement plans.
For the purpose of this study, these forms of saving were subtracted from both specifications of
the family’s total spending.
In the past, some researchers have adopted the family’s total expenditures as their measure of
total spending but as noted this concept doesn’t reflect the family’s principal payments on their
debt, in particular, the principal payments on their home mortgages. For families with little or no
debt or for families with debt that has recently been financed (especially home purchases), the
4

Appendix C contains a more detailed description of the construction of variables used in this report.
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amount of principal repayment will be small and consequently the difference between the two
spending concepts will be small. However, as the family lives in the same home for a
sufficiently long enough period, the difference between the two concepts will grow as the
mortgage payment reflects more principal payments than interest payments. Given the emphasis
on outlays made by the family on their children during at a minimum of eighteen years, it was
determined that the primary focus of the analysis will be on the family’s outlays. Later in the
report we will examine how the choice of outlays versus expenditures affect the estimates of the
cost of children.
Table 2 displays the distribution of total family outlays by the composition of the family.
While the estimates are from interviews conducted from January of 2004 through March of 2009,
all spending and income amounts have been expressed in constant 2006 dollars. Without
controlling for available income, families with one and two children on average spend more than
childless couples who on average spend slightly more than families with three or more children.
As a percentage of their available income, families with children have more current outlays than
do childless couples.

Table 2
Distribution of Total Outlays by Family Composition
Childless
Couple
Average Net Income5
$64,745
Average Total Outlays
$51,428
6
Average Propensity to Spend
79.4%

One
Child

Two
Children

$65,666
$55,968
85.2%

$68,135
$59,096
86.8%

$ 19,190
34,482
48,094
67,266
202,781

$ 22,712
37,774
52,369
70,771
173,603

Three or More
Children
$60,169
$49,491
82.3%

Total Expenditures at:
5th percentile
25th percentile
50th percentile (median)
75th percentile
95th percentile

$ 17,928
31,265
43,855
63,316
168,029

$ 21,259
34,516
50,370
70,387
205,456

Source: calculations by author (all dollar amounts are in 2006 dollars)
5

Topcoded values of net incomes were excluded from the calculations.

6

The average propensity to consume was computed as the ratio of average outlays to net income and not the average
of the ratio of outlays to net income. If the average of the ratio of outlays to net income is computed, the respective
estimates would be roughly five percentage points higher due to the fact that low income families typically spend
more than their income resulting in a ratio exceeding one.
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For all family types, the average total spending of the family exceeds the median indicating
that the distribution of spending is not symmetrical around the average but ‘right skewed’. The
skewed distribution of both income and spending suggests that a proportional model based upon
the log of spending amounts would be more consistent with the data than a model based upon
levels.

Spending by Expenditure Categories
Table 3 presents the sample mean of total family outlays by the number of children as well as
the budget share devoted to some of the BLS major consumption categories.

Table 3
Average Spending by Family Composition
Childless
Couple
Total Outlays

One
Child

Two
Children

Three or More
Children

$51,428

$55,968

$59,096

$49,491

37.9%
20.3%
15.7%
7.2%
6.1%
2.6%
2.0%
1.9%
.7%
5.6%

41.2%
19.9%
16.0%
6.4%
5.3%
3.1%
1.4%
1.8%
.6%
4.3%

41.4%
19.0%
16.8%
6.8%
5.3%
3.2%
1.2%
1.7%
.6%
4.0%

40.9%
18.4%
18.3%
6.3%
4.6%
3.6%
1.1%
1.7%
.5%
4.6%

Budget Share
(% of Total Outlays)
Housing
Transportation
Food
Entertainment
Health Care
Apparel
Tobacco and Alcohol
Education and Reading
Personal Care
All other
Source: calculations by author
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The presence and number of children increases the proportion of the family’s budget devoted
to housing, food and apparel purchases. For all other consumption categories, the addition of
children is found to either not affect the budget share or to lower the proportion of outlays
devoted to that category.
The effect of children on housing is probably most surprising. This relationship could be an
artifact of the way the BLS defines housing purchases to include household operations that
reflect the cost of baby-sitting and child-care services. Table 4 presents a further breakdown of
the housing component into its four components of shelter (payments for shelter: rent or
mortgage, home insurance, property taxes and home maintenance), utilities, household
operations (cost of operating the home: maids, gardeners, child-care) and household equipment
(furniture, decorations, cooking equipment are examples). As anticipated, the largest difference
between families with and without children is in the household operation segment of housing.
Otherwise the spending on housing for families with and without children is similar.

Table 4
Allocation of Housing Purchases
Childless
Couple

One
Child

Two
Children

Three or More
Children

Budget Share (% of Total Outlays)
Housing

37.9%

41.2%

41.4%

40.9%

Shelter
Utilities
Household Operations
Household Equipment

25.2%
8.5%
1.1%
3.0%

27.2%
8.4%
2.8%
2.7%

27.1%
8.3%
3.3%
2.7%

26.7%
8.9%
2.6%
2.7%

66.1%
20.4%
6.8%
6.6%

65.5%
20.0%
8.0%
6.5%

65.3%
21.7%
6.4%
6.6%

Percentage of Housing Outlays:
Shelter
Utilities
Household Operations
Household Equipment

66.5%
22.5%
3.0%
7.9%

Source: calculations by author (percentages may not add due to rounding)
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These tables suggest the difficulty one would encounter when pursuing to directly allocate
consumption spending to adults and children – consumption items where it is fairly obvious for
whom the purchase was made account for a rather small proportion of all outlays. While adult
clothing, alcohol and tobacco purchases can safely identified as adult purchases and child
clothing, child care, toys, and education might be classified as child purchases, these items would
constitute roughly 15% of total outlays. The remaining 85% of the family’s budget would have
to be allocated using additional information or assumptions. The USDA in their annual estimates
of spending on children has chosen to pursue this approach. For food, they assume that food
purchases are allocated in proportion to the nutritional requirements of individual family
members by age and gender. Using data from the Department of Transportation, they first
deduct an amount to reflect work related expenses then allocate the remainder to the children on
a per capita basis. Using data from the Department of Health and Human Services, they allocate
health care expenditures in proportion to the expected outlays of children relative to the expected
outlays of the family.
Historically, the USDA had allocated the remaining consumption items including housing
(excluding child-care) on a per capita basis. This meant that roughly one half of the family’s
outlays were being assumed to be allocated to children on a per capita basis – if there are two
children in a four person family then 50% of these items would be allocated to the children’s
consumption. This assumption resulted in estimates of the cost of children that were only
slightly lower than a per capita. In their last report, the USDA has changed their methodology
with respect to shelter, utility and household equipment (furniture) outlays by adopting a
‘marginal cost’ approach. Simplistically, their current approach is to determine how these
housing expenses varies by the number of bedrooms and then assigns the impact of an additional
bedroom to the cost of a child. While this a significant departure from their previous
methodology that will serve to lower their estimates of spending on children, the USDA admits
that this approach is a ‘conservative’ approach that may understate the housing costs that parents
may incur when they have children. In their 2009 report, the USDA reports that as a percentage
of total spending, parents allocate 27% of the family’s spending to one child, 40% for two
children and 47% for three children. One would expect a significant reduction in the cost
estimates when adopting this marginal cost allocation of housing. However, in their 2003 report,
the USDA reported that their estimates (using the per capita allocation of housing) were 26%,
42% and 48% for one, two and three children respectively. While other changes could have
occurred during the two estimates (the 2003 report presented estimates using their 1995
methodology), the small difference in the estimates is quite puzzling.
In the next section of the report, we will turn to alternative methodologies that will still rely
upon assumptions that some might find even more daunting that the ones employed by the
USDA.
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III. Alternative Methodologies for Allocating Family
Expenditures to Children
In this section of the report, two competing methodologies used to allocate total family
spending to the children will be described. The discussion in the body of the report is intended to
be a non-technical. The equations presented in the body of the report can be skipped without a
loss of general understanding of each approach. Appendix D and E contain a more technical
discussion of these methods.

Indirect Estimates – Engel
While the approach taken by the USDA is straightforward and relatively easy to understand,
its main weakness is the rather arbitrary manner it allocates the family’s spending. The use of
assumptions that rely upon per capita allocations of goods may overstatement how much parents
truly spend on their children. But without any other additional information that informs us on
how individual members consume or utilize the specific consumption items, what alternative
assumptions can be made?
An alternative approach to the allocation problem would be to focus upon how parents
reallocate consumption within the household in order to make room for their children’s
consumption. By comparing the consumption decisions of parents with children and married
couples without children, the economic costs of the children can be indirectly observed from the
differences in consumption patterns. When undertaking this comparison between families with
and without children, we would want to hold everything else constant in the comparison to make
sure that any remaining differences could reasonably be attributed to the presence of the children.
While the characteristics of the adults and the market prices that they face should be held
constant, the standard of living or the family’s well-being should also be held constant across the
two families.
The difficulty with this approach is that we have traded one problem for another. We are
now faced with the problem of holding constant the economic well-being of the family.
Researchers are first faced with the dilemma of finding an observable proxy for the family’s
standard of living that we can measure and hence can hold constant.
The search for an economic proxy for the family’s standard of living has been difficult and
not wholly successful. The use of income or even total expenditures in the family would be
unacceptable measures of a family’s well being. Consider two families that both have the same
total expenditures or income but one family has children while the other doesn’t. These families
could not possibly equally well off since at a minimum, the family with children would have
more mouths to feed and more bodies to clothe and shelter.
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In searching for a proxy for the family’s standard of living, one would want a concept that
could in principle be measured for all families. This restricts our search to goods that were
necessities – goods that are ‘needed’ and hence purchased by all families. Of goods that are
necessities, food springs to the mind and it was this consumption item that Engel focused upon
over 100 years ago as an appropriate proxy for a family’s standard of living.7
Being purchased by all families is not a sufficient qualification for a good proxy for the
family’s standard of living. At a minimum, we would want the proxy to move in the same
direction with ‘known’ changes in the family’s standard of living. Engel observed that food
consumption did indeed meet this additional consideration. We can reasonably assume that
holding the number of family members constant, increases in the family’s total expenditures
should make the family better off. What Engel observed was that when total spending increased,
the family spent more on food but the share of food in the family’s budget fell.
Comparing families with different numbers of members but the same level of total spending
should also create differences in well being across the families. Here we would expect that as the
number of family members increased, the family would be worst off. Thus if food shares are
truly an inverse proxy for the family’s standard of living then we would expect that the budget
share should rise with the number of children holding the level of total spending constant. While
the total level of spending was not exactly held constant, Table 3 showed that as the number of
children increased so too did the share of total spending the family budget devoted to food.
These observations led Engel and many other researchers such as Espenshade (1984) to adopt
food shares as a (inverse) proxy for the family’s standard of living. When the food share is used
as the proxy, this approach is denoted as the Engel methodology. But food is just one component
of what we would be believed to compose the group of goods deemed necessities. Housing,
clothing and medical care would fit the economic definition of a necessity where the share of the
budget devoted to this group of goods falls with increased total spending of the family. Watts
(1977) proposed proxies based upon this wider set of consumption items other than food. This
approach is denoted as the ISO-PROP method.
To illustrate how the Engel model would be implemented, we would first utilize the
economic data such the CE to estimate a relationship between the food share as a function of
total outlays and the number of children (or family size). In Figure 1, we have depicted the
estimated relationship between the food share and total outlays for a childless couple (KID=0)
and a family with one child (KID=1). The figure corresponds to the Engel assumptions. As total
outlays increase, the food share declines. Holding total outlays constant, families with one child
will devote a higher percentage of their outlays to food. This latter relationship is depicted by
having the relationship for one child to be ‘above’ the relationship for the childless couple at all
levels of total spending.

7

See Engel (1895).
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Figure 1
The Engel Approach

Let us assume that a family with one child has TS3 in total outlays and spends FS3
percentage of TS3 on food. Note that FS3 corresponds to starting with TS3 amount of total
spending and then ‘going’ up the relationship for one child and then across to FS3 their food
share. If the equal food shares are a measure of well-being across family types then a childless
couple with TS2 amount of total spending would be equally well off as the family with one child
and TS3 of total spending. The difference in total spending, TS3 – TS2 represents the cost of the
child to the parents since if the child was not present then they could have their spending reduced
by this amount and still be materially equally well off as they were with one child. Consequently
if the cost of the child corresponds to the amount of total spending they devote to the child then
the percentage of total spending devoted to the child would equal
TS3 " TS 2
.
TS3

!
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Indirect Estimates – Rothbarth
A second indirect methodology is the Rothbarth method.8 This approach is based upon the
following observation. Without any additional resources to the family, parents must make
‘room’ for the consumption of their children by reducing purchases they make for themselves.
We will consider adult clothing as a proxy for adult spending. If Rothbarth is correct then we
would expect to see spending on adult clothing fall as the number of children increases. Couples
without children spend on average $2,251 on adult clothing while parents with one, two and
three or more children spend $1,787, $1,541, and $1,352 respectively. Rothbarth suggested by
examining how adult goods varied by family type and total spending, one could infer how much
total spending would be required to make families with and without children equally well off.
To implement the Rothbarth approach, we would turn to economic data such as the CE to
determine the relationship between spending on adult goods (adult clothing) as function of total
outlays and the number of children in the family. In Figure 2, we have depicted the relationship
between spending on adult goods and total spending for childless couples and families with one
child. Since we would anticipate that adult goods are normal goods for families, as total
spending increases so too will spending on adult goods (both relationships are upward sloping).
If as Rothbarth suggested, parents reduce their spending on adult goods to make room for
spending on children then the relationship for childless couples should lie above that of the
relationship for families with one child – holding total spending constant, the presence of
children should reduce spending on adult goods.
Again consider a family with one child who has TS3 dollars in total spending. They would
be predicted to spend AG3 dollars on adult goods. Again note that the level of spending on adult
goods is determined by starting on the horizontal axis at TS3 then ‘going’ up to the estimated
relationship for families with one child (Kid=1) and across to AG3. The Rothbarth approach
would determine the level of total spending that equally well off childless couple would require
by asking what level of total spending for a childless couple be required so that they would spend
AG3 on adult goods with that level of spending? To graphically determine this amount, one
would start at AG3 and then ‘go’ over to the relationship for childless couple (Kid=0) and then
down to TS2. Just as in the Engel method, the difference TS3-TS2 would be identified to be the
cost of the child and used identically to determine the percentage of the family’s spending, TS3,
was allocated to the child.

8

See Appendix D for a more theoretical justification of the Rothbarth approach and a critique.
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Figure 2
Rothbarth Approach

Critique of Engel and Rothbarth Methodologies
Past empirical studies of the cost of children have adopted the Engel methodology
(Espenshade (1984) being the most notable since many states initially based their guidelines on
his research), researchers have increasingly have questioned this approach (see Deaton and
Muellbauer (1986) and Deaton and Paxson (1998)). While Appendix E elaborates the problems
in the Engel method, it suffices to note here that there is a growing dissatisfaction with this
approach. While the assumptions of the Engel methodology are consistent with the empirical
data, Deaton and Paxson have proposed additional tests of whether food shares are truly a proxy
for the family’s standard of living. Here the data on food shares fail to pass these tests. A
second concern pertains to their stability over time. After Espenshade, the Engel estimates first
increased and then have been declining over time to level that is even below that of the original
Espenshade estimates. This pattern of estimates over time stands in stark contrast to the relative
stability of other child cost estimators. In previous studies, I have estimated both the Engel and
Rothbarth estimates, however, for the purposes of the present study I will focus upon the
approach that has a solid theoretical basis and has shown stability over time.
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IV. Empirical Implementation of the Rothbarth Model
We will utilize the following functional form to describe the spending patterns of families on
adult clothing.9 In particular, we will assume that

$ TS '
ln A[ K ,TS , X ] = µ( X ) + " ln( 2 + K ) + # ln&
)
%2+ K(

(

)

(1)

where A denotes the dollar purchases of adult clothing, TS is the total outlays in the family, µ(X)
is a set of characteristics of the adults in the family and other control variables. For adults goods
!
to proxy the family’s well being, increases in total spending should increase spending on adult
goods (λ>0). As additional children join the family while holding total spending constant then
adult spending (well being) should decline. This latter condition requires that

(" # $) ln( 2 + k ) < 0

or

" < $.

Ignoring the impact that the relative age composition has on adult clothing purchases, this
restriction will be met if τ is less than λ. This condition does not require τ to be negative.
!
The first step in the Rothbarth method is to calculate the level of total spending for a childless
couple would require so that they would spend the same amount on clothing as does the parents
with K children and TSK amount of total spending. For the above functional form, this level of
total spending would be equal to
*

# 2 &1) +
TSo = TSK " %
.
(
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Attributing the difference in total spending as the amount of spending the parents make on their
children then the share of total spending that was devoted to the children would be equal to
!
)

# 2 &1" *
TSK " TS0
= 1"%
.
(
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(2)

If τ<λ (holding total outlays constant, additional children lower spending on adult goods) then
the estimated percentage of total spending devoted to the children will be less than their per
!
capita share (33%, 50%, and 60% for one, two and three children respectively).
While the Rothbarth is consistent with consumer demand theory, we also know that the cost
estimate of children using this approach will always underestimate the ‘true’ cost of the
9

Appendix F contains a discussion of alternative functional form assumptions that could be made and why this
functional form was chosen.
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children.10 For the Rothbarth estimates to accurately reflect the cost of children, the family’s
decision about spending on adult goods must not be influenced by changes in relative prices of
goods. If the family is unresponsive to changes in relative prices in their decision of how much
to spend on adult goods, the reduction in spending on adult goods in response to increases in the
number of children reflects purely an ‘real income’ effect.
To empirically implement the Rothbarth approach, the following variables were used in the
estimation of equation 1:
µ(X) variables:
black =
1 if the race of the reference person is black, 0 otherwise
hnohs = 1 if the husband doesn’t have a high school degree, 0 otherwise
hcollege = 1 if the husband has a four year college degree, 0 otherwise
wnohs = 1 if the wife doesn’t have a high school degree, 0 otherwise
wcollege = 1 if the wife has a four year college degree, 0 otherwise
ww_wife = the number of weeks worked in the past year by the wife (range 0 to 52)
wfulltime = 1 if the wife worked more than 30 hours per week, 0 otherwise
bothwork = 1 if both the husband and wife worked in the previous year, 0 otherwise
ne =
1 if the consumer unit lived in the Northeast census region, 0 otherwise
south =
1 if the consumer unit lived in the Southern census region, 0 otherwise
west =
1 if the consumer unit lived in the Western census region, 0 otherwise
lnfsize
= log of family size (2+K)
lnpctout = the log of total expenditures divided by family size (in $1,000)
lnpctout2 = the square of lnpctout
The inclusion of the square of per capita total family expenditures allows the share of total
spending devoted to the children to vary with the level of total spending. In the previous
discussion, we have omitted this variable in order to derive explicit equations for the share of
total spending made on children. Including this squared term requires that numerical techniques
are needed to determine the amount of compensation need to equate the well being of families
with and without children.
While all of the spending variables were indexed, we included a series of dummy variables
based upon the year that last interview for the consumer unit was conducted. The included
variables were
y2004 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2004, 0 otherwise
y2005 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2005, 0 otherwise
y2007 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2006, 0 otherwise
y2008 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2008 or 2009, 0 otherwise
where the omitted group was those units whose last interview was conducted in 2oo6.
10

For the ‘true’ cost to be estimated, the family’s underlying preferences (utility function) must be known which of
course will never be known.
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To control for the number of interviews that were completed by the consumer unit, we
included the following three dummy variables in the analysis
complete3 = 1 if the unit completed only three interviews, 0 otherwise
where the omitted group was those units who had completed all four interviews.
The dependent variable in the Rothbarth approach is the log of the adult clothing purchases in
constant 2006 dollars.11 Families with no reported purchases of adult clothing had to be
excluded from the analysis sample (267 observations were dropped). The weighted OLS
estimates of the adult clothing relationship (equation 1) appear in Table 5.

11

See Appendix C for a description of the adjustment made to reported adult clothing to account for the fact that the
BLS includes clothing purchase for 16 and 17 year olds as adult purchases.
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Table 5
Rothbarth Model Results
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 4084.65629
19
214.98191
Residual | 6991.54169 7559 .924929447
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
11076.198 7578 1.46162549

Number of obs
F( 19, 7559)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

7579
232.43
0.0000
0.3688
0.3672
.96173

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------lnagood |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------lnfsize |
.4293322
.0369313
11.63
0.000
.3569366
.5017278
lnpctout1 |
.9962632
.1207601
8.25
0.000
.7595397
1.232987
lnpctout12 |
.0449366
.020645
2.18
0.030
.0044667
.0854064
black |
.1295601
.0453639
2.86
0.004
.0406343
.218486
hnohs |
.1269009
.0442544
2.87
0.004
.04015
.2136517
hcollege |
.1237327
.0279765
4.42
0.000
.068891
.1785744
wnohs |
.0452611
.0487977
0.93
0.354
-.0503959
.1409182
wcollege |
.0915449
.0273338
3.35
0.001
.0379631
.1451267
ww_wife | -.0102423
.0461714
-0.22
0.824
-.100751
.0802664
wfulltime | -.0096063
.031322
-0.31
0.759
-.0710062
.0517936
bothwork |
.1093594
.0398644
2.74
0.006
.0312141
.1875048
ne |
.0427151
.0350891
1.22
0.224
-.0260693
.1114994
south | -.0391932
.0292822
-1.34
0.181
-.0965944
.0182081
west |
.0224001
.0323085
0.69
0.488
-.0409335
.0857337
y2004 |
.0832341
.0436156
1.91
0.056
-.0022647
.1687328
y2005 |
.0207813
.0362874
0.57
0.567
-.0503521
.0919146
y2007 | -.0256344
.0339436
-0.76
0.450
-.0921732
.0409045
y2008 | -.1509726
.0312618
-4.83
0.000
-.2122544
-.0896907
complete3 | -.0447752
.0249432
-1.80
0.073
-.0936707
.0041204
_cons | -4.228847
.1919546
-22.03
0.000
-4.605131
-3.852562
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Rothbarth approach is based upon the assumption that holding family size constant
spending on adult goods will increase as total spending increases. The Rothbarth method also
requires that as the family size increases (number of children rises), the adults will reduce their
spending on adult clothing. Figure 3 displays the expected amount of spending on adult clothing
for childless couples and families with children.12 As required by the Rothbarth approach,
spending does fall as the number of children increases.

12

The figure has been constructed to reflect a couple living in the midwest where both adults have a high school
education and where only the husband works.
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Figure 3
Predicted Expenditures on Adult Clothing as a Function of Total Expenditures (in $1,000)
for Childless Couples and Families with Children
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V. Rothbarth Estimates of Parental Spending on Children
Using the regression estimates of the adult clothing equation (Table 5), estimates of the share
of family spending devoted to the children can be computed for different numbers of children as
well as for specific levels of total spending. The Rothbarth method utilizing data from 2004 to
2009 yielded 23.5%, 36.5% and 44.9% as point estimates of the average share of spending
devoted to one, two and three children when total spending in the family is $55,000 (roughly
average spending in the analysis sample). This section of the report will first compare these
estimates to previous estimates then examine how the estimates of the cost of children vary by
level of total spending.
Comparing the Current Estimates to Previous Estimates
One of the earliest estimates of cost of children were based upon the 1972-73 CE data.
Espenshade’s estimates of cost of children using the Engel method published in 1986 were
utilized by many states to construct their initial child support guidelines in response to the federal
requirements set out in the 1988 Family Support Act. For families with average levels of total
spending, his estimates were that 24%, 41% and 51% of the family’s total spending was devoted
to one, two and three children respectively. Employing the same CE data but the Rothbarth
approach, Lazear and Michael (1988) produced estimates of the share of total spending of 19%,
31% and 39% of total spending. These estimates were considerably lower than the Espenshade
estimates and implying more economies of scale in consumption.
The 1988 Family Support Act not only required states to adopt child support guidelines but
directed the Department of Health and Human Services to conduct research on economic
estimates of the cost of raising children. My 1990 study on the cost of raising children
represented the Department’s response to this directive. In this study, I estimated the Engel and
Rothbarth models (as well as numerous other approaches) using the CE data from 1980 to 1986.
This analysis showed that the Engel approach (33%, 49%, and 59%) was almost identical to a per
capita allocation. On the other hand, the Rothbarth approach produced significantly lower
estimates (24%, 34% and 39%) than the Engel but higher than the Lazear and Michael estimates.
Compared to Espenshade’s estimates, while the estimates for one child was identical, my
Rothbarth estimates for two and three children were considerably lower and much closer to the
Lazear and Michael’s Rothbarth estimates. The largest difference between the Rothbarth
estimates were for the first child.
In 2000, I replicated my 1990 study using data drawn from the 1996 through 1998 CE data
(first quarter of 1996 through first quarter of 1998). Compared to the 1990 estimates, the Engel
estimates (30%, 44%, 52% for one, two and three children respectively) showed economies of
scale that were absent in the 1990 estimates but were still close to a per capita allocation. While
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the Engel estimates declined slightly, the 2000 Rothbarth estimates showed a slight increase
(26%, 36% and 42%) over the 1990 estimates.
In 2006, I produced a new set of Rothbarth estimates using data from the 1998 through 2003
CE. The estimated Rothbarth percentages were 26%, 37% and 44% for one, two and three
children respectively. While the estimates for one child remained constant, there was a slight
increase in the spending shares for two and three children. For this study, I did not produce
estimates based on the Engel approach. However, a group of researchers at Florida State
University (McCaleb et al, 2004) produced a set of Engel estimates utilizing data from the 1998
through 2001 CE. The estimates of the share of total spending devoted to children were 22%,
38% and 53% for one, two and three children respectively. While the Florida State team
employed different estimation strategies than I did in my studies, the Engel estimates they
produced were significantly lower than my 2000 Engel estimates for one and two children while
estimating roughly the same cost for three children. But comparing their Engel estimates to my
2006 Rothbarth estimates where the data started at the same time but extended for a longer
period than the 2004 McCalab et al study, we see that for the first time an Engel estimate (for one
child) was less than the corresponding Rothbarth estimate.
Given the standard errors of the estimates of the cost of children (roughly 2 to 3 percentage
points based upon earlier studies), the difference between the Engel and Rothbarth estimates for
one child is not statistically significant and in fact is the only difference that is for three children
(53% versus 44%). However, having the Engel estimate to be less than Rothbarth was troubling
because of long standing belief that the Engel approach would always lead to an overstatement of
the true costs of children while the Rothbarth would lead to understatement. In essence, the
dominate belief at that time was that the Engel and Rothbarth would bracket the true cost of
children. While the historical estimates to this point never provided evidence to the contrary, we
now are faced with the troubling prospective that the upper bound (Engel) was now below the
lower bound (Rothbarth).
The origin of the ‘bracketing’ thesis was from the paper by Deaton and Muellbauer (1986).
Assuming the family made a choice between only two goods (food and all other goods), Deaton
and Muellbauer argued that because we never be able to directly measure a family’s well being,
both approaches would be approximations to the true cost of children. Given the assumption of
two goods where Engel would be based upon food consumption and the Rothbarth would based
on all other goods, they showed that the Engel method would overstate the true cost of children
and the Rothbarth would understate the true costs. By implication, the Engel could never be less
than the Rothbarth. While the authors note the limitation of their analysis was that it was based
upon the two commodity good assumption, many researchers based upon the empirical estimates
began to generalize the Deaton and Muellbauer result. Appendix E offers a more detailed
critique of the Engel approach and offers an example that demonstrates when there are three
goods, it is quite possible for the Engel not only to be less than the true cost of the children but
less than the Rothbarth estimates. The constructed example is also consistent the general
historical trend in child cost estimates – while the Rothbarth estimates are slightly increasing, the
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Engel estimates are drastically falling. The conclusion reached in Appendix E is that the Engel
model has no theoretical basis and is an ad hoc procedure. As such there is no reason for it to be
well behaved nor trusted to provide evidence of the cost of children. It was for these reasons, I
have decided not to continue to produce Engel estimates in 2006. But when I offer Engel
estimates I was sure to warn individuals of the lack of theoretical foundation and their potential
problems.
In 2008, the Florida State team released a second set of Engel estimates using data from the
2004 through 2006 CE. While they do not report the estimated share of total spending devoted to
children, I have taken their regression model estimates and computed the implicit percentages.13
Based upon their regression estimates, their Engel estimates were 17%, 29% and 35% for one,
two and three children respectively. Compared to closest set of Rothbarth estimates available at
that time (Betson,(2006)), the Florida State Engel estimates are lower for each number of
children.
The last set of estimates is the results from this current study. Earlier I reported that the
Rothbarth estimates using the 2004 through 2009 CE data were 24%, 37% and 45%. While not
significantly different from previous Rothbarth estimates using data from 1980 to the present,
they are significantly larger than the 2008 Florida State Engel estimates. To investigate whether
differences in data sets were responsible for this reversal in estimates, I estimated an Engel
model on this study’s data. While I won’t go into the details of the estimation it is sufficient to
note that the really only difference the Engel and Rothbarth models is the dependent variable in
the multivariate regression model. Instead of using the spending on adult goods (Rothbarth
model), the dependent variable in the Engel model is the logistic transformation of the share of
total outlays spent on food at home. The Engel estimates that I produced are 21%, 33% and 41%
for one, two and three children respectively. These estimates suggest to me that it is not the
choice of sample but the method that is producing the results.
Trying to keep track of the historical trends is difficult. The next three figures were
constructed to facilitate a comparison of the USDA, Engel and Rothbarth estimates over time. In
each figure, I have represented the historical record of each set of estimates by locating the
estimate at the midpoint of the data that was used to construct the estimates. For example, the
estimates from the current study used data from 2004 to 2009 and consequently the estimates
were plotted as appearing in 2006. The three figures depict the historical series of the estimates
for one, two and three children respectively. For purposes of comparison, I have plotted in each
figure the ‘per capita’ allocation for each number of children (33%, 50% and 60%).

13

Lino and Carlson (2009) report percentages that purport to be from the 2008 study but in reality are the estimation
results produced by a graduate student performing a sensitivity test using data from 1998 to 2001 CE (the data used
in the 2004 study).
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Figure 4
Estimates of the Proportion of Spending: One Child
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Figure 5
Estimates of the Proportion of Spending: Two Children
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Figure 6
Estimates of the Proportion of Spending: Three Children

When one examines the three figures, the relative stability of the Rothbarth estimates over
time compared to the relative instability of the Engel estimates is easily discerned. While my
1990 Engel estimates appear to high in relation to Espenshade’s estimates and my 2000 Engel
estimates, I would argue that differences in estimation procedures employed by Espenshade
make it difficult to compare his estimates to my 1990 estimates.14 the methods that I have
employed and the Florida State researchers are much more similar and consequently there is an
argument to be that we should start our focus with my 1990 estimates. When this is done then
the clear historical trends are that the Engel estimates have been falling over time while the
Rothbarth has been relatively stable if not slightly increasing for two and three children.
The question is which trend is more likely correct. In Appendix D I construct a theoretical
justification for the Rothbarth methodology and demonstrate that the Rothbarth estimates will
Espenshade utilized a model that was linear in the food share and total spending while I used a proportional effect
model expressed in the log of food share and total spending. Appendix F describes the differences this alternative
functional form assumption implies for the estimation of the cost of children.
14
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likely understate the true cost of children but would never overstate them. As Appendix E
demonstrates the Engel method doesn’t have such a theoretical basis and consequently we don’t
its properties. It could overstate or understate the true costs of the children. It could be greater
than the Rothbarth estimates or less. We can’t determine any relationship either the true costs or
the Rothbarth other than to say that it is unlikely to represent the true cost of children. For these
reasons and others detailed in Appendix E, I can’t recommend using the Engel estimates for
guidance in determining child support guidelines. While can’t state that the Rothbarth will
always better by being closer to the truth than other estimators, I have confidence in the
Rothbarth approach because it does have a theoretical basis and its relative stability over time.
While we have been focusing upon the Engel and Rothbarth estimators, we should not forget
the USDA estimates. While the USDA annually publishes their estimates, in reality the
estimates they release are not produced anew each year but update by inflation adjustment.
Consequently the percentage of total spending devoted to children will not change over time.
These percentages will change only when they re-estimate their model by referencing new CE
data or change their methodology as they did when altered their treatment of housing. With
caveat, it is true that the USDA has always exceeded the Rothbarth estimates but only until the
more recent Engel estimates, the USDA has been less than the Engel estimates.

Marginal Cost of the Second and Third Child
Another perspective to examine the estimates of the cost of children is to ask what they
would imply about how the family would alter their allocation to the children if additional
children were added to the family. For example, consider the situation where the family employs
a per capita allocation. Then with one child, the family would allocate 33% of the family’s
spending to the child. If a second child were added then a per capita allocation would imply that
50% of the family’s spending would be devoted to the children. We can infer that family would
spend 50% more on their children due to the presence of the second child (= 100*(5033.3)/33.3). If a third child is added then 60% of the family’s spending would be allocated to all
three children and the marginal impact of the third child would be an additional 20% more in
spending. Table 6 presents the marginal costs of the second and third child for the various
estimates.
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Table 6
Additional Costs of the Second and Third Children
Increase in Child Spending Due to:
Second Child
Third Child
Per Capita

50%

20%

USDA:
2009 Report
1995 Report

48%
62%

18%
14%

2004-2009 CE (Betson, 2010):
Engel
Rothbarth

58%
55%

25%
23%

2004-2006 CE (McCalab et al, 2008)
Engel

71%

21%

1998-2003 CE (Betson, 2006)
Rothbarth

46%

19%

1998-2001 CE (McCalab et al, 2004)
Engel

73%

39%

1996-1998 CE (Betson, 2000)
Engel
Rothbarth

46%
40%

18%
16%

1980-1986 CE (Betson, 1990)
Engel
Rothbarth

48%
41%

20%
13%

1972-73 CE
Engel (Espenshade, 1986)
Rothbarth (Lazear and Michael, 1988)

71%
63%

24%
26%
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The Rothbarth and Engel estimates from the current study represent the first time that I have
found the marginal cost of the second and third child to exceed marginal costs reflected in a per
capita allocation. In all previous studies the marginal cost of the second and third child were less
than those implied by a per capita allocation. A relatively high marginal cost for the second child
may reflect ‘high’ estimates for two children or ‘low’ estimates for the first child. If one
compares my 2006 Rothbarth estimates with the Rothbarth estimates from the current study
while the levels for two and three children are roughly equal (36.8% vs 36.5% for two and 43.8%
versus 44.9% for three children) the difference between the cost of one child (25.2% versus
23.5%) is responsible for the increase in the marginal cost of the second child.
Estimates by other researchers have even higher marginal costs for the second and third child
especially for the second child than I have been estimating. The sole exception to this
observation is the current USDA estimates that are more similar to my earlier estimates that
implied marginal costs for a second and third child that are smaller than what is implied by a per
capita approach.
Effect of Total Spending
The previous comparisons have focused upon the ‘average family’. The experience of any
family will most likely depart from this hypothetical family for factors that are both unobservable
to the courts and for those that are. Other than the number of children, one factor that can easily
be discerned is the income of the family. While income may what the courts will examine, the
total spending of a family is considered to be a superior concept to compare different families.
In this section of the report, we will examine how parental spending on children differs by the
level of total spending of the family.
Figure 7 presents for one through three children, the Rothbarth estimate of percentage of total
spending devoted to the children as a function of total outlays. This is the first time that I found
that the percentage of total outlays to increase with total outlays. In all previous studies, I have
found that the cost of children to decline with total spending. For example, Figure 8 represents
the Rothbarth estimates from my 2006 study as a function of the total outlays of the family.
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Figure 7
Current Rothbarth Estimates of Parental Sharing by Total Outlays (in $1,000)
for One, Two, and Three Children
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Figure 8
2006 Rothbarth Estimates of Parental Sharing by Total Spending (in $1,000)
for One, Two, and Three Children

In my 2006 study, I reported that over time the relationship between the cost of children and
total spending had become ‘flatter’ over time implying that all families regardless of total
spending devoted roughly the same percentage of their spending to their children. While the
upward trend has continued I am not certain how much faith to place in the result even though
the increases in the cost of children with total levels of spending is statistically significant. My
caution is due to the fact that I can’t determine a reason for this result to occur. In my 2006 study
I put forth a possible explanation that was based upon problems in estimating a non linear
relationship between child spending and total outlays when the sample is limited in the range of
total outlays. While it is possible that my previously provided explanation is true, I don’t find it
completely satisfying.
Another possible explanation may lie with the definition of total spending used in this study
and the 2006 study differs from previous definition used in other studies. In previous studies and
the Florida State studies, the measure of total spending reflected the BLS definition of total
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expenditures as opposed to outlays used in this study. The primary difference between outlays
(used in the current and 2006 studies) and expenditures is that outlays will reflect the family’s
principal payments toward all debt while expenditures will not. Consequently for families with
debt and who are paying off the principal, their level of total spending will be higher than it
would have been had we used expenditures as the measure of total spending. While the exact
mechanism for this to affect how it would affect the relationship between spending on children
and total family spending, it does have an effect. When one re-estimates the Rothbarth model
with using expenditures as a measure of the family’s total spending, we find the result that as
family spending increases the percentage of spending devoted to the children falls. The decline
is statistically significant although modest in comparison to the declines that I estimated in my
1990 study.
The general conclusion that can be reached from these comparisons is that estimates of
spending on children in wealthier families (high levels of total spending) has been rising over
what would have been predicted on the basis of estimates of previous studies. While this could
reflect a true increase in spending, we can’t rule out the possibility that it is a statistical artifact
reflecting sampling variability, extrapolating to levels of spending considerably away from the
mean, or the nonlinearity of the relationship between spending on adult clothing and total
spending. One should not quickly conclude that we have presented evidence that high income
families are spending more on their children today than in the past. While the evidence in this
report indicates that families with high levels of spending are spending a higher percentage of
their family’s total spending on their children, in other reports we have found that families with
high levels of income are spending less of their disposable income today than in the past.
Consequently, it is not completely clear whether or not high-income families are spending more
or less today. For example, consider a high-income family who spent 55 percent of their
disposable income and allocated 32 percent of their total spending on their two children. If the
same family today were to spend 36 percent of their total spending on their two children, the
family would have to spend 48.9 percent of their disposable income in order to spend the same
dollar amount on their children.
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VI. Impact of Alternative Assumptions
When estimating the cost of children, the overall approach used to make the estimates
whether it be the Engel, Rothbarth or bottom-up approach by the USDA has been shown to have
a significant impact on the estimate of percentage of total family spending devoted to the
children. Given the choice of estimation methodology, there are still more choices that one
makes implement any estimation approach. Variable definition, functional form choices, and
criteria for inclusion in the analysis sample have to be made and could in principle affect the
estimates. The purpose of this section of the report is to examine the effect of six alternative
choices that could have been on the estimates of the cost of children in this study. What we will
examine is the impact of the choices we have made are found to have on the estimates of the cost
of children.
To implement the Rothbarth model I have employed the family’s spending on adult clothing
as the measure of adult goods. Unfortunately, the BLS aggregates all apparel expenditures for
individuals 16 years and older as adult clothing. Consequently the reported adult clothing
amount will include purchases made for older children. To adjust the data for this potential
problem I have chosen to assign a proportion of the reported adult clothing purchases to the
parents where the proportion is equal to the number of parents (two) relative to the number of
family members who were 16 years and older. For example, the family had one child who was
between 16 and 18 years old living in the family then I would attribute two-thirds (2/3) of the
reported adult clothing to the parents and the remaining one third to the older child. An
alternative choice would be to use the reported purchases of adult clothing.
A second choice pertained to the definition of total spending. As I have noted, I chose to
utilize the BLS definition of total outlays minus social security taxes and payments to pension
plans. One alternative is to use total expenditures minus social security taxes and payments to
pension plans. The difference would be in the alternative use of expenditures, principal
payments on debt would not be included while it is the definition we used in this report.
The next two alternative choices pertain to functional form choice. In the model, we
estimated the effect of the log of family size and the log of per capita total outlays in order to
estimate Rothbarth model. One alternative would be to estimate separate effects for each number
of children by the use of dummies variables in lieu of the use of the log of family size. A second
alternative would be to control for the log of total outlays instead of the log of per capita total
spending. The rational for examining these two alternatives is that the Florida State researchers
employed both of these functional form choices instead the approach I have taken.
The final two alternatives that I considered related to the construction of the sample. The
Florida State researchers chose to exclude families with top-coded reported incomes, I chose not
to do so. The reason I made this choice was that the analysis I was conducting didn’t directly
pertain to incomes but total outlays. While total outlays can be limited to avoid revealing the
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identity of individual consumer units, having ones income top-coded doesn’t imply that total
outlays are also being top-coded. Given that the Florida State researchers were using reported as
opposed to the BLS imputed incomes, it was felt that too many units were being eliminated in the
sample.
A second sample restriction that I have consistently employed has been that for a consumer
to be included in the sample it must have completed at least three surveys. This sample
restriction was made based on the belief that there would be less measurement error in the adult
clothing and total spending variables if the consumer had more data. A natural extension would
require that for to be included in the sample, the consumer had to have four completed surveys
but I chose to examine the alternative direction where all consumer units would be included as
long as they had one survey.
With six alternative choices being consider, I estimated 64 (=26) Rothbarth models (as
appeared in Table 5) using different combinations of the alternative choices where one of the 64
set of estimates is the Rothbarth model already reported in the study. For each set of estimates, I
computed the percentage of total outlays devoted to one, two and three children in a family with
$55,000 of total outlays. To analyze the average effect of each of these six choices, I regressed
the estimate of the cost of children on six dummy variables reflecting the choice being utilized to
produce that estimate. The six dummy variables were
ragood =

1 if reported adult clothing purchases is used,
0 if the adjusted purchases is used;

expend =

1 if total expenditures is used for total spending,
0 if total outlays is used;

kid

=

1 if ‘kid’ dummies are used to capture the effect of family size
0 if log of family size is used;

level

=

1 if log of total spending is used,
0 if log of per capita total spending is used;

topcode =

1 if consumer units with top-coded incomes are excluded,
0 if consumer units with top-coded incomes are included;

useall

1 if all consumer units are included
0 if only consumer units with at least three completed surveys are
included.

=

Table 7 presents the results of this analysis for one, two and three children separately.
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Table 7
Impact on Cost of Children Estimates of Alternative Assumptions

One Child:
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model |
251.23105
6 41.8718416
Residual |
24.48183
57 .429505789
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
275.71288
63 4.37639492

Number of obs
F( 6,
57)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

64
97.49
0.0000
0.9112
0.9019
.65537

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------cost |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------ragood | -3.521732
.1638417
-21.49
0.000
-3.84982
-3.193645
expend |
1.31123
.1638417
8.00
0.000
.9831423
1.639317
kid | -.2792038
.1638417
-1.70
0.094
-.6072912
.0488836
level |
.2356505
.1638417
1.44
0.156
-.0924369
.5637379
topcode |
.1339871
.1638417
0.82
0.417
-.1941003
.4620745
useall |
1.195233
.1638417
7.30
0.000
.8671452
1.52332
_cons |
23.30416
.2167422
107.52
0.000
22.87014
23.73817
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two Children:

Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 497.218703
6 82.8697839
Residual | 8.27998023
57 .145262811
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 505.498683
63 8.02378863

Number of obs
F( 6,
57)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

64
570.48
0.0000
0.9836
0.9819
.38113

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------cost |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------ragood | -4.247313
.0952834
-44.58
0.000
-4.438115
-4.056511
expend |
1.162604
.0952834
12.20
0.000
.9718021
1.353406
kid |
.3404263
.0952834
3.57
0.001
.1496246
.531228
level |
.099334
.0952834
1.04
0.302
-.0914677
.2901357
topcode | -.2217393
.0952834
-2.33
0.024
-.412541
-.0309376
useall |
3.392628
.0952834
35.61
0.000
3.201827
3.58343
_cons |
35.80947
.1260481
284.09
0.000
35.55706
36.06188
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 7 -- Continued

Three Children:
Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 595.767984
6 99.2946641
Residual | 10.7057354
57 .187819919
-------------+-----------------------------Total |
606.47372
63 9.62656698

Number of obs
F( 6,
57)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

64
528.67
0.0000
0.9823
0.9805
.43338

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------cost |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------ragood | -4.930283
.1083455
-45.51
0.000
-5.147242
-4.713325
expend |
1.426803
.1083455
13.17
0.000
1.209845
1.643761
kid | -.2070438
.1083455
-1.91
0.061
-.4240019
.0099143
level | -.0236923
.1083455
-0.22
0.828
-.2406503
.1932658
topcode | -.2796465
.1083455
-2.58
0.012
-.4966046
-.0626884
useall |
3.28183
.1083455
30.29
0.000
3.064872
3.498788
_cons |
44.62514
.1433276
311.35
0.000
44.33814
44.91215
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Source: calculations by author
The two alternative variable definitions do have a substantive and significant impact on the
estimates of the cost of children. The use of reported adult clothing purchases instead of some
adjustment to reflect the presence of older children will attribute spending on older children to
the adults. The consequence will be to reduce the estimates of spending on children. As the
estimates indicate the effect is substantial and increases with the number of children. The latter
makes sense because as the number of children increases the probability of having older children
should increase and so too the problem of using reported purchases.
The use expenditures in lieu of outlays has significant impact on the estimates by increasing
the estimates of cost but seems to be independent of the number of children. One possible
explanation is that by ignoring principal payments especially on home mortgages reduces total
spending by a higher percentage than it effects the effective estimates of amount being spent on
children for housing.
The alternative functional form choices (kid and level) don’t have a substantive average
impact on the cost estimates although the use of ‘kid’ dummies to capture differences in family
size is significantly different from the use the log of family size. However, there is no consistent
pattern with respect to the number of children – for one and three children the use of dummies on
average lower the cost estimates while for two children it increases the cost estimates.
Excluding consumer units with top-coded incomes doesn’t have a substantive impact on the
estimates but they are statistically significant for two and three children. The more interesting
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result is for the alternative of not excluding units if they have less than three completed
interviews (useall). For two and three children, not excluding units with less than three
interviews raises the cost estimates by roughly 3.3 percentage points. For one child, the effect is
smaller (1.2 percentage points) but also significantly different from no effect.
With exception of the use of adjusted adult clothing purchases, this analysis suggests that I
have made choices that served only to lower the estimates of parental spending on children.
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VII. Conclusions
In this report, we have examined alternative methods of determining the amount of parental
spending on children. Each method has its strengths and its weaknesses. The USDA approach is
direct and hence more transparent than either the Rothbarth method. However, with simplicity
comes a reliance on assumptions that are certain to be wrong. The Rothbarth method require
other assumptions to identify how much more or less spending families of different compositions
need to maintain a given standard of living. The validity of the Rothbarth assumptions should
also be questioned. However given the replication of these and their relative stability over time,
both of these methods deserve our attention.
Where does that leave us? I would argue that of two approaches that have been examined in
this research, it is the Rothbarth method is the least objectionable. While the assumptions needed
to identify this approach are strong, we have no empirical evidence that the assumptions are
wrong. Some might object to whether adult clothing which constitutes less than 5 percent of a
family’s total spending provides a reliable basis to estimate the cost of raising children. But
given the precision that we can estimate how family size, composition, and total spending affect
the family’s decision of how much clothing to purchase, the cost of children can be estimated
with a degree of precision comparable to other methods. The only significant problem with this
approach lies not with method but with the data.
The findings presented in this report suggest that parental spending on children in families
with average levels of spending has not significantly risen or declined since the 80s. The only
exceptions to this conclusion are the Rothbarth estimates for two and three children that have
shown a steady increase over time. Given that the estimates for one child have not significantly
been changing, these results suggest a loss in the economies of scale in consumption for the
second and third children in the family.
A natural question to ask at this time is whether to continue to use the estimates from earlier
studies or move toward the estimates from the current research. This study has been able to
construct a sample of sufficient size to increase the confidence in our results but most
importantly this study has used the most recent data available. Consequently, I can recommend
the use of these new estimates for construction of child support obligation tables with the
understanding that they are used in conjunction with recent data on the relationship between
family disposable income and family total spending.
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Appendix A: Annual versus Quarterly
The data for this study was drawn from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Survey of Consumer
Expenditures (CE). This continuing national representative survey samples consumer units and
interviews then on a quarterly basis for up to five interviews. Only the last four interviews
appear in the public use file, however a consumer unit may refuse to answer or the BLS is unable
to contact the consumer and consequently less than four completed interviews for a consumer
unit may be available in the public use file. Additionally given the sample design when one use
a fixed calendar period of time (one or more years of data, for example all interviews conducted
from January 1 through December 31 of a given year) it is impossible for all families who were
interviewed to have completed four interviews. For example if we focus upon all of the
interviews conducted in a year, the maximum percentage of consumer units to have four
completed interviews will be 1/7 while 3/7 of the sample will have interviews from previous year
and 3/7 of the sample will interviews that will be conducted in the next year. In this appendix, I
will examine the question will it make a difference if analyze the expenditure data from a
quarterly or annual basis. In particular, will it make a difference to our analysis if the time unit
of observation is the quarter where each quarter’s data is treated as a separate observation or we
use an annual time period where the quarter data is used to construct a single annual observation?
The BLS recommends that the quarterly interviews can be treated as independent samples for
analysis. The USDA when constructing their estimates of the cost of children follows this
recommendation. However, in producing estimates of the cost of children using indirect
methods such as the Engel or Rothbarth, researchers have employed an annual time period and
aggregated the quarterly data into a single observation for each consumer unit.
To illustrate the difference between the two approaches, let us consider an expenditure
concept such as spending on adult goods, food consumed in the home, or even total expenditures.
Denote this expenditure concept by X and let
Xqi = the observation of X for the ith consumer unit from the qth quarterly interview, and
Qi = the total number of quarterly interviews from the ith consumer unit (the maximum
number of interviews would be 4).
Assume that the ith consumer unit has only three quarterly interviews (Qi =3) in the sample,
hence if we employed a quarterly time this consumer would appear three times in the sample and
each quarterly value of X would be ‘annualized’ (4X1i, 4X2i, 4X3i). But on with an annual time
frame, the consumer unit would appear only once with a single value for XAi as
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X Ai =

4 Qi
4 3
X
=
" qi
" X qi .
Qi q=1
3 q=1

By adopting an annual framework, we are computing the average quarterly value of X for each
consumer unit that eliminates
the within quarterly variation in X while recognizing that the data
!
is coming from a single consumer unit.
Intuition suggests that if the expenditure we are analyzing has only a small amount of
variation across a consumer unit’s quarterly observations, the issue of the use of a quarterly
versus annual time unit seems non-consequential. However if there is significant variation across
time for a given consumer unit especially where the variation is reflecting some quarters where
no value for the expenditure is recorded and some quarters were there are expenditures the
choice of time unit may affect the analysis. For example, we would not expect much difference
in the analysis if the expenditures concept is either spending on food and total expenditures.
While these concepts will display some variation across time for a consumer unit, the variation
will be significantly less than what would be found in adult clothing. In a quarterly sample of
consumer units who are two married adult units with and without children, the coefficient of
variation is .17 for total expenditures and .22 for food at home. But for adult clothing, the
coefficient of variation is 1.01, roughly five times more than the other two categories. This
suggests that an Engel methodology would be relatively unaffected by the choice of time frame
while the Rothbarth could be.
While the remainder of the appendix will examine the effect of the choice of time unit for the
analysis, we should remember that indirect measures of the cost of children (Engel and
Rothbarth) reflect the estimation of two separate effects: The impact of children on the expected
value of the consumption of a good (measured as the difference in the expected consumption of a
good by a unit with a child and one without a child holding total spending constant) and its
corresponding ‘income’ effect (how spending on the good changes as total spending increases).
While the effect the choice of time period on estimating the effect of children on spending
(difference in conditional means) will discussed next, the use of an annual time period will likely
produce less biased estimates of the ‘income’ effect compared to the use of the quarterly time
unit. Let us assume that any quarter’s value of total spending reflects three components: a
permanent component, a transitory component reflecting macro economic conditions, and
measurement errors. By using an annual time frame, we will be able to reduce the third
component – measurement error – and consequently deviations of the observed value of total
spending from its permanent component. If individuals make their spending decisions based
upon the permanent component of total spending the use of quarterly data in lieu of annual
should ‘bias’ the estimate of the ‘income’ effect downward and holding all other estimates
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constant this should increase the estimated cost of children. It should be noted that given that
there is little variation in total spending for any consumer unit, we wouldn’t expect this effect to
be large. Finally, the question of measurement error in either spending on adult goods or food
should not affect the estimates of the cost of children and will only serve to raise the estimates of
the mean squared error in the models.
In my opinion, the case for the use of annual period is unquestionable the right choice. In the
remainder of the appendix, I will formally examine the effect of how ‘sample selection’ on the
part of the individual consumer units may affect the estimates based the use of quarterly as
opposed to annual time period.

Sample Selection and Time Unit
If we compute the mean of annual amounts based upon treating each quarter independent
versus using the available data for each consumer to construct its ‘annual’ value of X, the
respective means would equal

#
&
1 % N Qi
X Quarter =
4 X qi (
%" "
(
N
'
" Q $ i=1 q=1
i=1

#
&
1 % N 4 Qi
X Annual =
"
" X qi ( .
N %$ i=1 Qi q=1 ('

i

If every consumer was represented in the sample four times (the maximum number of possible
interviews)
then it is clear that both approaches would yield identical values. However if when
!
some consumers have less than four interviews, differences between the two methods will arise
and will depend upon how completion of the four interviews is related to value of X,

X Annual " X Quarter =

.
4 N # Q"Qi & Qi
4+4
) % Q ( ) X qi = - ) *c Q " c X c 0
QN i=1$ i 'q=1
Q -,c=1
0/

(

)

(A.1)

where

!

Q = N!

N

"Qi
i =!

equals the average number of completed interviews, Nc represents the number of consumer units
who have completed c interviews !
(c=1 to 4),
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X c = N!

c

Nc #

&

c

" %% c! " X qi ((

i =!$ q =!

'

equals the average quarterly value of X for those have completed c interviews, and qc (=Nc/N) is
the proportion of consumer units
! that completed c interviews.
If X c is independent of the number of completed interviews (in other words, the average X is
the same for all four groups) then it can be shown that
!

"

"

"

c =!

c =!

c =!

$ "c (Q # c ) = Q $ "c # $ "c c =#

and consequently both methods of computing the average should yield the same value.
However, if there is a systematic
relationship between a given number of interviews and average
!
value of X then how one computes the average value will influence the computation of the
average. If completion of interviews is associated with higher values of X (as the number of
completed interviews increases, X c also increases) then the average computed using the
quarterly observations would exceed the mean computed using the annualized values of X for
each consumer unit. However if there is a negative correlation between completing interviews
and the average quarterly!value then the average computed using the ‘annualized’ values would
exceed the average assuming the quarterly observations are independent of each other.

Variability of X and Choice of Time Frame
Let us now assume that there is no correlation of X with the individual’s decision to complete
the interview. Is it possible that the quarterly of variability of X could create a systematic
relationship between the mean of X and the number of interviews completed? This would occur
if only non zero values of X are employed in the analysis as in the case where we will be
interested in analyzing the ln(X).
To illustrate this potential source of correlation, let us assume that X takes on only two values
0 and X* where the value of X* occurs with probability equal to p. Now let us consider when
we are attempting to estimate the annual value of X given X is positive. For those units who
completed only one interview, p percent would have X* and the rest would be zero.
Consequently the ‘annual’ mean of those units who completed only one interview and had a non
zero value of X would be 4X*. Now for those who have completed two interviews, p2 would
have X* in both quarters or 4X* on an annual basis. Another portion of the population ( 2(1-p)p )
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would have X* in one period and zero in the other. On an annual basis, this is equal to 2X*. The
remaining (1-p)2 would have zero X in both periods. The average annual value of X when X was
non-zero on observational basis would be
X! =

p ! ("X *) + !p #$" p %(!X *)
p ! + !p #$" p %

=

p ! + p #$" p %
("X *) < "X * = X $.
p ! + !p #$" p %

In general for c>1 we can determine the relationship between the mean of X of those with c
completed
! interviews and the mean of X with those have completed c-1 interviews as
Xc =

c

!
c

!" (!" p )

c"j

) j !(cc"! j )! p j (!" p )
j =!

# j X * & p ("X *)
"%
< X c "! .
(=
$ c ' !" (!" p )c

Consequently, variability in X can create a difference in the estimates of the mean of X based
upon annual
and quarterly time units that is similar in nature to the differences created by sample
!
selection.
While differences between annual and quarter time periods will exist in the presence of
variability of X or sample selection processes, these differences will have an impact on the
estimates of the cost of children only to the extent there is a differential effect by demographic
factors (the effect of time unit choice is different for childless couples than for units with
children).
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Percentage Difference from Overall Mean of Group
Food at Home
Number of
Completed Interviews:
1
2
3
4
Overall Mean

Number of Children:
1
2

0

3 and more

-2.6%
-2.4%
.3%
3.0%

-1.7%
-3.2%
-1.7%
4.0%

-1.9%
-2.2%
-.1%
2.3%

-3.8%
3.1%
-2.6%
2.6%

$4,440

$5,267

$6,172

$6,841

Adult Goods
Number of
Completed Interviews:

Number of Children:
1
2

0

3 and more

1
2
3
4

10.1%
-3.2%
- 6.5%
- 1.8%

20.4%
-7.9%
- 12.9%
-3.4%

15.0%
-6.5%
-1.5%
-4.2%

13.9%
7.1%
-11.8%
-5.0%

Overall Mean

$2,409

$1,967

$1,623

$1,486

Total Spending
Number of
Completed Interviews:
1
2
3
4
Overall Mean
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0

Number of Children:
1
2

3 and more

-6.1%
-1.4%
-3.3%
6.8%

-2.3%
-10.1%
-3.2%
9.0%

-3.0%
-3.7%
-3.3%
7.4%

-8.6%
8.8%
-6.4%
5.0%

$49,588

$53,202

$57,636

$58,913
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Percentage Difference from Overall Mean of Group
Ln(food share/non-food share)
Number of
Completed Interviews:
1
2
3
4

0
2.2%
- .0%
.7%
-2.0%

Number of Children:
1
2
.7%
2.9%
2.2%
-3.2%

1.6%
1.9%
1.3%
-2.5%

3 and more
3.3%
.6%
1.0%
-3.4%

Ln(Adult Goods in $1,000)
Number of
Completed Interviews:
1
2
3
4

0
50.4%
-31.1%
-41.1%
2.1%

Number of Children:
1
2
32.9%
-23.8%
-41.3%
9.3%

17.7%
-25.6%
-12.0%
7.7%

3 and more
18.3%
-2.0%
-21.4%
2.4%

Ln(Total Spending in $1,000)
Number of
Completed Interviews:
1
2
3
4
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0
-2.5%
- .6%
- .1%
2.2%

Number of Children:
1
2
-1.3%
-2.2%
-1.1%
2.8%

-1.5%
-1.3%
- .5%
1.8%

3 and more
-2.5%
.8%
-.9%
2.0%
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Appendix B: Construction of Analysis Sample
The data for this study was drawn from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE) by selecting
all of the quarterly interviews conducted from January of 2004 through March of 2009. This
represented 152,289 quarterly interviews. Since the same consumer unit could be interviewed up
to four times, the number of unique consumer units is considerably smaller. The initial BLS for
this time period represented 57,741 separate consumer units.
Since the intent of the analysis was to construct for each observation an annual picture of the
family’s spending decisions, we decided to characterize each family (consumer unit) based upon
their characteristics reported in the last quarterly interview that they provided and use the
quarterly interviews from previous interviews to respectively construct the spending data.
The purpose of this study is to examine how married parents living in the same household
allocate their total spending to their children. Consequently our analysis sample should reflect
only husband-wife families. The CE provides a summary variable in their public use file that we
used to select only consumer units headed by a married couple. This variable was FAM_TYPE
and only those records that had a value of less than 6 were chosen. This selection eliminated
single parent families with children, individual adults living alone and groups of unrelated adults.
This selection criterion eliminated more than half of the original sample (29,413 consumer units)
leaving 28,328 consumer units.
The remaining consumer units included a varied group of types of families ranging from
families to composed of husband and wives living along, living solely with their own children
under 18, living with children other than own children, those living with children both under and
over 18 years old, living with their own children all over 18 years, living with relatives such
grandparents, aunts or uncles. Instead of trying to model these complex living arrangements, we
decided to limit our analysis sample to two groups of husband-wife families: husband and wives
living by themselves and husband and wife families who are living solely with their own children
under 18 years old. This selection was achieved by limiting the total number of adults and non
related children to two. This criterion reduced the sample by 6,381 consumer units leaving
21,947 units in the sample.
The inclusion of childless couples serves as a reference group for our estimation of the cost
of children. Consequently the age of the husband and wife in these childless couple units should
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reflect the ages of the parents with children. We decided to use 60 years as a way to eliminate
families who are not relevant comparisons for families with children. Eliminating families where
either adult was more then 60 years old dropped 5,926 childless couples dropped from the
sample and 108 families with children. This left 15,895 families in the sample.
The next sample selection criterion was performed to not allow ‘outliers’ to overly influence
our estimates. We dropped from the sample any family with more than six children. This
resulted in the loss of 18 families leaving 15,895 observations in the sample.
The previous selections were done using the information provided from the unit’s last
interview. Since the spending information was to be constructed from the previous interviews,
we decided to eliminate any consumer unit whose size or family status changed from the
previous interviews. For example, a child could have been born, the couple could have become
married or someone could have been living in the unit and left during the prior nine months. The
criterion that the size and composition of the unit had to be stable across all of the interviews
eliminated another 1,281 families leaving a total of 14,614 husband and wife families with and
without children in the analysis sample. In this sample, there were 5,543 husband-wife families
without children and 9,071 husband-wife families with children.
The sample at this point represents the ‘Core Sample’ for the analysis. In past analysis, we
have considered two additional sample restrictions. In the CE, the BLS must top code both
income and spending data to protect the confidentially of respondents. While the identification
of the units whose income has been top coded is straightforward, the top coding of the spending
is extremely difficult to accomplish. In general, the top coding of the income data represents
high-income units and their elimination from the sample limits our ability to generalize the
results. However, by eliminating these units from the sample may also capture those units whose
spending data is also been top coded. Eliminating the units whose income has been top coded
reduces the sample by 1,790 families leaving a total sample of 12,824. We will denote this
sample that doesn’t include observations where the families income was top coded as the
‘Alternative Sample’.
In the past, we have produced estimates of the spending decisions of families based upon
observations that at least three quarterly interviews. The reason for this criterion was that it was
felt that the quality of the spending data would be improved if the annual estimate were based
upon at least three interviews as opposed to as little as one interview. We experimented by
limiting by both the Core and Alternative Samples to only those families with three or four
completed interviews. This restriction on the sample eliminated 46% and 47% of the two
samples respectively.
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The following table presents the final sample sizes and distribution of observation for the
four samples that will be used in the analysis. Note that the analysis reported in the report will be
primarily reflect the ‘Core Sample’ limited by the restriction that the consumer unit must have at
least three interviews.

Table B.1
Sample Sizes of the Four Alternative Samples Husband and Wife Families
Without
Children

With
Children

Total

Core Sample

5,543

9,071

14,614

Alternative Sample

4,902

7,922

12,824

Core Sample

2,937

4,909

7,846

Alternative Sample

2,566

4,217

6,783

Meeting Criteria:

Limited to 3 or 4 Complete Interviews:
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Appendix C: Description and Construction of Variables
In this appendix, we will describe the construction of the variables used in this analysis. All
of the variables were constructed using the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE) conducted in the
period starting with the first quarter of 2004 and ending with the first quarter of 2009.
Adult Goods
For this study, we used three variables describing spending on food at home, adult goods and
total spending. We will begin with a description of these variables and then end with a
description of how annual values of the variables were constructed.
Spending on adult goods is the adults’ (parents’) purchases of clothing. The BLS provides
two sets of variables that capture spending on clothing for adults (MENSIXPQ, MENSIXCQ,
WOMSIXPQ and WOMSIXCQ), however, these variables capture spending on clothing made
for all members of the consumer who are sixteen and older. In our analysis sample, 22% of units
with children have at least one child that is either 16 or 17 years old and consequently if there
were purchases for clothing for these children it would appear as an adult expenditure. In the
study, I employed two different constructions of adult clothing. The first uses just the reported
value of the sum of the above four variables. The second attempts to adjust the reported amounts
to better reflect the spending by the parents and not the older children. The adjustment was a per
capita adjustment – the amount used in this second version was the reported amount times the
ratio of two (the two parents) to the number of unit members sixteen years old and older (the two
parents and the number of children sixteen and seventeen years old).
Total Spending
The BLS offers two measures of total spending in the consumer unit. The first is their
expenditure concept (TOTEXPPQ and TOTEXPCQ) while the other is denoted as the unit’s
expenditures outlays (ETOTALP and ETOTALC). The difference between these two concepts
is that the outlay concept includes principle payments for any loans are included while the
expenditure concept doesn’t. Both of the above BLS summary measures include two forms of
what most researchers would call savings – payment of social security payroll taxes and
payments to retirement plans. In our definition of current spending, both of these amounts were
subtracted from the above two summary measures to construct our measure of quarterly
spending.
After the subtraction of payments to pension plans and social security taxes, the following
spending categories are included in the expenditure concept:
•

Food: food prepared and consumed at home, food purchased and consumed away from
home;
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•

Housing: mortgage interest paid, property taxes, maintenance and repair, rent paid, home
insurance, utilities, personal services including child care, house keeping supplies,
household furnishings and equipment;

•

Apparel: clothing, footwear, cleaning services and supplies;

•

Transportation: net outlays for the purchases of vehicles, vehicle finance charges, leases,
gas and oil, maintenance and repair, insurance, licenses and other charges, and public
transportation;

•

Entertainment: fees and admission, entertainment equipment, toys and pets;

•

Health Care: Health insurance, non reimbursed expenses for medical services, drugs and
supplies;

•

Tobacco and Alcohol

•

Personal Care, Reading and Education

•

Cash Contributions to Individuals outside the Consumer Unit;

•

Personal Insurance: Life and other personal insurance premiums;

•

Miscellaneous: funeral expenses and plots, checking charges, legal and accounting fees,
interest paid on line of credits, home equity loans, and credit cards.

Each consumer could be interviewed up to four times. To construct annual spending amounts,
first the quarterly (three months) amounts of spending were constructed from each of the unit’s
available quarterly interviews. These amounts were then indexed to reflect spending in the
midpoint of the time period of the analysis sample. For this purpose this was assumed to be 2006
and consequently the average CPI for 2006 (201.6) was used as the reference period. Hence if a
unit was interviewed in month t then each spending amount was indexed to reflect an amount in
2006 by multiplying the spending amount by the following factor:
Adjustment t =

201.6
.
(CPI t"1 + CPI t"2 + CPI t"3 ) 3

Once the available quarterly spending amounts were price adjusted, they were ‘annualized’ by
first computing!an average quarterly amount based upon the available quarterly interviews and
then by multiplying by four.
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Demographic Variables
To be in the sample, the consumer unit could have only two adults who were married. For
this analysis, a child was defined to be a member of consumer who was less than eighteen years
old and was an own child of the married adults. Finally, the sample was limited to husband-wife
families with six or less children. Consequently the number of family members in the sample
ranges from two to eight. The number of family members was characterized in two alternative
ways. The first was to include a variable that was the log of the number of family members
(lnfsize) that reflects the way that in the past we have captured the size of the consumer unit. An
alternative approach is to provide a series of dummy variables that characterize the number of
children in the unit with the omitted group being childless couples. For this study, this approach
was to include the following five dummy variables
kid1 = 1 if there is one child in the unit, 0 otherwise
kid2 = 1 if there is two children in the unit, 0 otherwise
kid3 = 1 if there is three children in the unit, 0 otherwise
kid4 = 1 if there is four children in the unit, 0 otherwise
kid56 = 1 if there is more than four children in the unit, 0 otherwise.
To control for other characteristics of the unit, we have included variables describing the
parents with regards to their race, education, and work status. Also we have included variables
indicating the region of the country where they are located. In all cases, the data from the unit’s
last available unit was used to construct these variables. The variables that we included in the
analysis were
black =
1 if the race of the reference person is black, 0 otherwise
hnohs = 1 if the husband doesn’t have a high school degree, 0 otherwise
hcollege = 1 if the husband has a four year college degree, 0 otherwise
wnohs = 1 if the wife doesn’t have a high school degree, 0 otherwise
wcollege = 1 if the wife has a four year college degree, 0 otherwise
ww_wife = the number of weeks worked in the past year by the wife (range 0 to 52)
wfulltime = 1 if the wife worked more than 30 hours per week, 0 otherwise
bothwork = 1 if both the husband and wife worked in the previous year, 0 otherwise
ne =
1 if the consumer unit lived in the Northeast census region, 0 otherwise
south =
1 if the consumer unit lived in the Southern census region, 0 otherwise
west =
1 if the consumer unit lived in the Western census region, 0 otherwise
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Other Control Variables
While all of the spending variables were indexed, we included a series of dummy variables
based upon the year that last interview for the consumer unit was conducted. The included
variables were
y2004 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2004, 0 otherwise
y2005 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2005, 0 otherwise
y2007 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2006, 0 otherwise
y2008 = 1 if the last interview was conducted in 2008 or 2009, 0 otherwise
where the omitted group was those units whose last interview was conducted in 2oo6.
To control for the number of interviews that were completed by the consumer unit, we
included the following three dummy variables in the analysis
complete1 = 1 if the unit completed only one interview, 0 otherwise
complete2 = 1 if the unit completed only two interviews, 0 otherwise
complete3 = 1 if the unit completed only three interviews, 0 otherwise
where the omitted group was those units who had completed all four interviews.
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Appendix D: Theoretical Justification for Rothbarth Approach
The Rothbarth approach to the measurement of the cost of children assumes that parents have
well defined preferences over goods that only they consume and goods consumed by both
themselves and their children. To simplify the theory behind the Rothbarth approach we will
assume that there only two types of goods: adult goods (AG, consumed only by the parents and
never consumed by children) and all other goods (O). When the parents (two adults) are
childless, the decision of how to allocate their spending between two goods can be characterized
as reflecting their desire to maximize their well-being (characterized by a utility function) subject
to their ability to meet their wants (the budget constraint). Mathematically, this choice can be
characterized as

Maximize U = U(AG,O)
Subject to: pA AG + pO O = TS

where pA and pO reflect the market prices of a unit of AG and O respectively and TS is equal the
total spending of the couple. All goods other than adult goods, O, represents a composite good
that is composed of goods that could be consumed by either adults or children.
The presence of children in the family represent the addition of wants and needs to the family
without a corresponding increase in the family’s ability to meet those additional wants and needs.
If we were to compare two adults without children and TS amount of total spending to a two
parent family with a child with the same amount of total spending, we would conclude that the
childless couple would be materially better than the couple with a child (we are not considering
the well-being and satisfaction that parents receive from having the child only the well-being
derived from the goods that the family can acquire given their how much that can spend, TS).
Specifically, let us assume that the childless couple decides to purchase pA AG0 dollars of adult
goods and pO Oo dollars of other goods given they have the ability to spend TS dollars. If the
family with the child spent the same amount on the two goods, it makes good sense that they
would be worse off since the same consumption is being directed toward more individuals. Only
if the composite good was a pure public good would the family with a child would be able to
able to avoid a decline in their material standard of living compared to the childless couple.
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Barten (1964) provided a framework to formalize the family’s additional need for
consumption of all other goods (his method allowed the relative needs of different families to
vary for all consumption goods), by letting f equal one if the couple is childless and a value of φ
exceeding one if a child is present in the family. We will assume that need adjusted consumption
of the family equals O*=O/φ for all other goods. Since the need for adult goods will by
assumption not change for adult goods, the need adjusted consumption for adult goods will equal
AG*=AG. We will finally assume that the family’s well-being or standard of living depends
upon their consumption of the goods adjusted by the relative needs of the family
U=U(AG*,O*).
Consequently if a family without children purchases the same amount of both goods as a family
with a child then they will better off
U(AG,O) > U(AG,O/φ) .
The Barten transformation of quantities of goods suggests that the parent’s decision of how to
allocate their consumption given their family structure (with or without children) and the level of
family’s total spending can be characterized as the following

Maximize U=U(AG*,O*)
Subject to: (pA) AG + (pO φ) O = pA* AG* + pO* O* = TS
where
pA* = pA

pO* = φ pO

AG*=AG

O* = O/φ .

The insight of the Barten reformulation of the consumer model is that additional needs of family
due to the presence of the child not only directly affects the well-being by reducing the adjusted
amount of all other goods (O/φ < O) but also results in increasing the relative price of goods
consumed by child and adults (O) relative to goods consumed only by adults (AG).
The desired level of expenditures for AG and O can be written as

p A AG = p A AG( p A ,"pO ,TS )
poO = "poO("pO , p A ,TS ) .

!
!
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The presence of a child will have the following effect on consumption decisions in the family (as
φ goes from 1 to φ)

" ln ( p A AG)
" ln (# )

" ln ( poO)
!

" ln (# )

= $ AO =

" ln ( AG)
" ln ( po )

= 1 + $oo = 1 +

" ln (O)
" ln ( pO )

Hence if the demand for other goods is price inelastic ( |εoo| < 1) spending on all other goods will
rise and spending on !
adult goods will decline with presence of a child. It should be noted that if
the demand for other goods was elastic ( |εoo| > 1), spending on adult goods could rise due to a
reduction in spending on all other goods.
Using the Slutsky decomposition of the cross price effect (εAO), the decrease in spending on
adult goods with the addition of a child is the result of income and substitution effect. When the
child is introduced into the family, their needs reduce the standard of living of the family and the
income effect represents how the family will respond to the decrease in its well-being. We
would expect that both goods are normal and consequently the family will respond by decreasing
its purchases of both goods. The second effect is the substitution effect that reflects the effect of
changing relative prices on the family’s consumption decision. The consumer model assumes
that individuals will always substitute toward goods that get relatively cheaper that in this
situation are adult goods. Hence the substitution effect will counteract the income effect but for
the family’s spending on adult goods to decline with the presence of the child the income effect
must dominate the cross price substitution effect.
Figure D.1 depicts the theoretical underpinnings for the Rothbarth approach (1941). The
horizontal axis in the figure represents the need-adjusted quantities of all other goods (O*) and
the vertical axis represents the needs adjusted quantities of adult goods (AG*). Let us assume
the parents have one child and TS3 amount of total spending. Given the market prices for adult
goods and all other goods and the total amount of spending, family of three faces the budget
constraint depicted by the line EF. Note the vertical intercept represents the maximum amount of
adult goods that the family can purchase and is equal to TS3/pA* which also equal to TS3/pA (the
children don’t increase the needs of adult goods). The horizontal intercept represents the
maximum amount of the family of three can purchase of needs adjusted all other goods –
TS3/(φpO) which is less what could be purchased by a childless couple due to the needs of the
child. Note that the budget constraint that the adults would face if they didn’t have the child
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would be EG. A comparison of budget constraints EF and EG depict what we have previously
noted – the presence of a child makes the family worse off in a material sense and that the price
of all other goods relative to the price of adult goods rises.
The family with the child will allocate their consumption so as to maximize their well-being.
In Figure A, this occurs at point B that corresponds to the family spending pA AG3 on adult
goods and the remainder of their budget on all other consumption. When the family has
maximized their well-being at point B, the rate that the family is willing to trade the two goods
(the marginal rate of commodity substitution) will equal the “effective” price of all other goods
relative to the price of adult goods. This is depicted in the figure by the indifference curve
through point B is tangent to the budget constraint at this allocation of consumption.
Had the parents been childless and spent the same amount on adult goods and all other goods,
they would have been better off because the consumption of all other goods would not have to
‘shared’ with the child. This consumption bundle is depicted by point C in the figure. However
this consumption allocation will not maximize the well-being of the two adults – they will want
to substitute toward more spending on adult goods and less on all other goods. Let us assume
that they will chose to allocate their spending consistent with point D by spending pA AG2 on
adult goods and the remainder on all other goods. Given that the two adults are materially better
off than a couple with a child, Rothbarth asked how much spending can I take away from the
couple to make them equally well off as the couple with the child?
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Figure D.1
Rothbarth Methodology
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Rothbarth’s approach was based upon knowing the relationship between spending on adult
goods, the number of children, and total spending. Let us assume that we know this relationship
AG=AG(K, TS)
where K is the number of children in the two parent family. When the family has one child and
TS3 amount of spending, they will purchase AG3 units of adult goods (point B when facing the
budget constraint EF)
AG3=AG(K=1, TS3).
If the parents were without the child, they would purchase AG2 units of adult goods (point D
when facing the budget constraint EG)
AG2=AG(K=0, TS3).
When the total spending for the childless couple is reduced, the budget constraint parallel shifts
inward to the origin (relative prices of goods remain unchanged because we holding the family
composition constant) until
AG3=AG(K=0, TS2).
In Figure D.1, reducing income or total spending of the childless couple is equivalent to a
parallel shift inward of the budget constraint EG to reflect holding the effective prices of adult
goods and all other goods constant for the couple. The question is whether or not the reductions
in total spending to reduce the couple’s spending on adult goods will leave the couple at point B
in Figure D.1 corresponding to the budget constraint HJ. If the couple is left at point B then the
reduction in total spending has left the couple with the same needs adjusted consumption of both
goods as the couple with a child and consequently equally well-off. However, this will occur
only if there is no substitution effect (the couple does not react to changes in relative prices). If
there is a substitution effect then the couple when facing the budget constraint HJ will adjust
their consumption by buying less adult goods and more all other goods than they have at point B.
Consequently to limit their consumption to AG3, a smaller reduction in total spending would
have to be made. The budget constraint ST reflect the budget constraint where the couple reacts
to changes in relative prices (there is a substitution effect) and after the reduction in total
spending purchases AG3 units of adult goods. However, as is clearly shown in the diagram the
couple after this amount of reduction in total spending would be better off than the couple with
the child. This demonstrates the assertion that the Rothbarth method will understate the true
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costs of a child – the childless couple could experience larger declines in total spending than
indicated by the Rothbarth approach and still be better off.
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Appendix E: The Engel Method and Its Critique
The Engel method is based upon the assumption that the share of total spending devoted to
food consumption is an inverse reflection of the well-being of the family – if a family is better
off due to any event then the food share should decline. Comparing families of identical size and
composition, families with more income or total spending do spend a smaller proportion of their
total budget on food. Comparing families with children with families without children but
having the same amount of total spending, we find that the families with children do spend a
larger proportion of their budget on food. Armed with these two confirmations of the
relationship between the share of spending devoted to food and our perceptions of material
standard of living of households, the Engel method suggests that we can infer the level of total
spending of a childless couple would need to equivalently well off as a couple with a child with a
given amount of total spending by determining the level of total spending that would equate the
budget share devoted to food across the two family types.
In particular let ωF denote the share of total spending devoted to food that we will assume is a
function of number of family members (2+K where K is the number of children) and the total
spending of the family (TS)

"F = " ( 2 + K ,TS )
where

!

"#
"#
> 0 and
< 0.
"K
"TS

!
If a couple has K children and has TSK amount of total spending, then by the Engel methodology
a childless couple with TSO amount of spending would be equally where TSO is determined by
equating the food shares across the two family types

" ( 2,TSO ) = " ( 2 + K ,TSK ) .
To provide an explicit example, let the food share relationship be represented by the following
linear equation:
!

" ( 2 + K ,TS ) = # + $( 2 + K ) % &TS .
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Hence the equivalent level of total spending for a childless couple would equal

" + #( 2 ) $ %TSO = " + #( 2 + K ) $ %TSK
or

!

TSO = TSK "

#
K.
$

! in total spending in family with K children and the equivalent
If we infer that the difference
spending for a childless couple is the ‘cost’ of the children to the parents and consequently the
share of the family’s spending devoted to the children is equal to

Share of total spending devoted to the children =

TSK " TSO
TSK

For our specific example, the share of total spending devoted to the children is equal to

"
K
$
.
# TSK

!

! utilized by numerous researchers most notably Espenshade
The Engel approach has been
(1984) whose estimates were used by many states to develop their initial child support
guidelines. While the underlying assumptions of the approach seem to be verified by data on
family spending, scholars questioned whether there was a theoretical basis for the Engel
methodology. Employing the Barten approach to incorporating family characteristics into a
consumer demand model through the assumption of commodity specific economies of scale,
Gorman (1976) demonstrated that Engel methodology would produce accurate estimates of the
changes in total spending to leave families equally well off as the characteristics of families
changed. Specifically as the number of children increased, the family would require an equal
proportional increase in each commodity for them to be equally well off. For example if after a
couple has one child they would require 30% more food to be equally well off, they would also
require 30% more housing, 30% more transportation, and 30% more of every commodity. Given
the presence of adult goods whose need should not increase with children, it is doubtful that
spending data would validate the Gorman condition.
Examining the situation where there were only two goods, food and all other goods, Deaton
and Muellbauer (1986) showed that the Engel methodology would lead to an overestimation of
the true costs of the children to the parents. Paired with observation that the Rothbarth
methodology would always lead to an underestimation of the true costs of the children, the
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Deaton and Muellbauer paper suggested for many researchers that the Engel and Rothbarth
approaches would serve to ‘bracket’ the true cost of children and that the Engel estimates should
always exceed the estimates provided by the Rothbarth approach.
In their 1998 article, Deaton and Paxson leveled a fundamental critique of the Engel
methodology. Central to the Engel approach is that food consumption is an indicator of the well
being of the family. While we have used the effect of increases in family size and total spending
on the food share as tests of Engel methodology, Deaton and Paxson propose a new test. Their
reasoning is both unique and complex and revolves around a hypothetical increase in family size
that is offset with increase in total spending that leaves the per capita total spending in family
unchanged. For example, consider a childless couple with $40,000 who has a child. For the
family’s per capita total spending to remain constant, their total spending needs to increase by
$20,000 to $60,000. Assuming that there is any economies of scale in consumption, a couple
who has a child but whose per capita income remains constant should be better off – their
consumption needs rise by less than their total spending. Using the Barten model of consumer
behavior, they demonstrate that if this occurs then per capita spending on food (F/(2+K) where F
is food consumption) should increase. But if per capita total spending is constant then the food
share should increase
F

F
per capita food consumption
( 2+K )
"F =
=
=
.
TS
TS
per capita total spending
( 2+K )

This observation presents the Engel methodology with two problems. First is an empirical
problem. While the theory suggests that per capita food consumption should increase when
!
family size increases holding per capita total spending constant, the empirical data indicates the
opposite – it declines. But the second problem is more problematic since it strikes at the heart of
Engel methodology – the food share should be inversely related to the well being of the family.
In this situation of an increase in family size holding per capita total spending constant the family
is better off but the food share should rise not fall as assumed in the Engel methodology.
The Deaton and Paxson critique of the Engel methodology in my opinion undermines any
trust we should place in estimates based upon this approach. Deaton and Paxson best sum up the
paradox when they observe “Although Engel’s method is internally consistent, it directly
contradicts the model of scale economies and public goods presented. … In consequence, the
estimates of the economies of scale that are derived by Engel’s method have no theoretical
underpinnings and are identified by an assertion that makes no sense.” (1998, page 903).
To illustrate the potential problems of the Engel approach, we will assume a particular index
of well being denoted as the Linear Expenditure System (LES) that assumes families will need a
level of consumption of goods that varies by commodity. For our example, we will assume
there are three goods: adult goods (xA), food (xF), and all other goods (xO). The index of well
being for this formulation of the family’s preferences is equal to
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%x
(
%x
(
%x
(
U = " A ln' A # $ A * + "F ln' F # $F * + "O ln' O # $O *
&µA
)
& µF
)
& µO
)

! φ will denote the level of need for a childless couple for each of three goods and
The parameter
we will assume the following values:

φA = 500 = needed amount of adult goods,
φF = 4,000 = needed amount of food, and
φO = 12,000 = needed amount of all other goods.

The parameter µ denotes for each commodity the relative needs of a family with a child relative
to a childless couple. Given that children are assumed not to consume adult goods then µA would
equal 1.00 however for food and all other goods we expect a family with a child would require
more food and all other goods. We will assume that family with a child needs 35% more food
(µF = 1.35) implying some economies of scale in consumption compared to the situation where
no economies of scale exist and food consumption needs would rise by 50% (µF = 1.50). The
relative needs for all other goods, µO, will be allowed to vary in the calculations from a value of
1.25 to 1.45. By definition the value for all the µ’s for a childless couples are equal to 1.00
The parameters β’s reflect the relative weights to consumption of adult goods, food, and all
other goods are assumed to be equal to .10, .20, and .70 respectively. The family is assumed to
maximize their preferences subject to the budget constraint where TS is assumed to be given

p A x A + pF xF + pO xO = TS
and pi reflects the price of the ith good. For these calculations, we will assume that all prices are
equal to $1.
!
Since we have the representation of the family’s preferences, we can derive the relationship
for the true cost of achieving a given level of standard of living to be equal to

MS + "U
where

!
MS = minimum level of spending
= # pi µi "i
# pi µi &"i
l = )%
( = one over the marginal utility of income, and
!
$ "i '

!
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U=

TS " MS
= utility or standard of living.
#

For childless couples the minimum level of spending equals $16,500 given our assumptions. For
a family with one child where the µF equals 1.35 and µO equals 1.30, the minimum level of
!
spending equals $21,500 or $5,000 more than the childless couple.
The equivalent level of spending for a childless couple compared to a family with one child
and TS3 is equal to

& 1 )- i
TS2 = $ pi" i + (TS3 # $ piµi" i ) % , ( + .
' µi *
The corresponding equation for the food share is

!

p µ $ % #F & piµi$ i
p x
" F = F F = #F + F F F
TS
TS

and consequently the Engel method would lead to the following equation determining the
equivalent total spending for childless couples, TS2
!
pF "F # $F % pi" i
TS2 =
& TS3 .
pF µF "F # $F % piµF " i
The Rothbarth method requires that the level of spending on adult goods is equated across the
families. Given the LES preferences, the spending on adult goods is equal to
!
p A x A = p Aµ A" A + # A (TS $ % piµi" i ) .

Hence the Rothbarth estimate of TS2 would equal (µA = 1.0 for both childless couples and
families with one child)
!
TS2 = TS3 " ($ piµi# i "$ pi# i ) +

p A# A (µ A " 1)

%A

= TS3 " $ pi# i (µi " 1) .
i& A

To summarize, we have assumed the LES preferences for the family whose parameters are
equal to
!

βA = .10
φA = 500
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We have assumed the price of each good to be $1. To account for differences in family sizes we
have assumed a Barten scale of the consumption of each good where the following scaling
factors were employed for childless couples and families with one child:
Childless Couples

µA = 1.00

µF = 1.00

Families with One Child

µA = 1.00

µF = 1.35

µO = 1.00

The relative need for all other goods (µO) will be allowed to vary from 1.25 to 1.45. Finally we
assume that the family with one child has $50,000 of total spending. The following table utilize
the above equations for determining the equivalent total spending for a childless couple – the
“True” cost using the LES utility function, the Rothbarth approach and finally the Engel
methodology. When examining the calculations, one word of caution. While the “True” cost
estimates look similar to estimates one sees in the empirical literature, one should not place too
much in the levels being computed. What we are interested in looking at these calculations is
ordinal ranking of the estimates – in particular whether the Engel and Rothbarth estimates
bracket the “True” costs of the child.

Table E.1
Alternative Estimates of the Cost of a Child Assuming the LES Preferences
Alternative Values of µO :
1.30

1.35

1.40

1.45

“True” Cost

22.3%

24.4%

26.4%

28.2%

Rothbarth Method

10.0%

11.2%

12.4%

13.6%

Engel Method

36.4%

28.6%

18.6%

5.4%

As the relative needs for all other goods increases for families with a child holding the other
factors constant, not unsurprisingly the cost of the child rises. While as expected the Rothbarth
estimates of the share devoted to child is less than the “True” costs, they too rise as these needs
increase. It is the Engel method that yields the most troubling pattern – while the other two
methodologies produce increases in the estimate of the child’s share of total spending, the Engel
method reveals a decline in the child’s share as their need for all other goods increases. While
the needs for all other goods is less than or equal to additional needs for food (µO≤µF), the Engel
estimate exceeds the “True” cost of the child and we have the Deaton-Muellbauer bracketing of
the “True” cost by the Engel and Rothbarth methodologies. However, if the relative needs for all
other goods exceeds that for food (µO>µF), the child share of total spending predicted by the
Engel method becomes less than the “True” cost of the child and the bracketing is lost. But as
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the additional needs for other goods rise even more, the child’s share determined by the Engel
method declines so much that it is less than the Rothbarth estimate.
In Appendix D, we described the rationale underlying the Rothbarth methodology using the
Barten model of family scaling of consumption. This model captures the impact of family size
and composition on the family’s consumption decisions as price effects – as the family size
increases the need for some goods rise faster than others and consequently become more
expensive relative to other goods. The price effects of family size have two effects. First as
goods become more expensive there is an income effect reflecting that the family is worse off
due to their increased consumption needs. The second effect is a substitution effect as the
families substitute away from goods that have become relatively more expensive.
In our calculations, we have reasonably assumed that families with children don’t need more
of adult goods than childless couples but do need more food and all other goods. Consequently
the comparison between families with one child and childless couples, the ‘price’ of adult goods
doesn’t change and is the ‘cheapest’ good in all of all of these calculations. The relative price of
food to all other goods is changing in these calculations. When µO is less than or equal to µF,
food is relatively the most expensive commodity for the family with a child but as µO increases
all other goods becomes the most expensive commodity. This suggests that as long adult
clothing and food represent the cheapest good and most expensive good for families with a child,
the Rothbarth and Engel will bracket the “True” cost of a child. When food is no longer the most
expensive good, the Engel method will no longer overstate the “True” cost of a child and as we
see can be less than the Rothbarth method.
But what is most troubling with these comparisons is the counterintuitive result found in the
Engel comparisons. If child’s consumption needs were increasing, one would believe that the
costs of a child should rise. While both the “True” cost and Rothbarth measures reflect this, the
Engel estimates go in the opposite direction indicating less costs as needs increase. This makes
no sense at all.
While the Engel methodology has a long history, I do not believe that we can place any trust
in the estimates derived by this approach or any other iso-proportional approach using composite
commodities based upon necessities such as food, clothing and shelter. These considerations
have only strengthen my conviction that the Rothbarth approach is the superior alternative
methodology to pursue.
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Appendix F: Functional Form Assumptions
The Rothbarth approach assumes that the number of children and the family’s total spending
affect the level of spending on ‘adult’ goods and by examining these relationships it is possible to
estimate family spending on children. In order to estimate how the number of children and total
spending affects spending on adult goods, it is necessary to make assumptions about the nature of
the relationship between these two variables and other variables that would be thought to affect
the level of spending on adult goods. For example, whether the parents work or not might affect
the level of spending on adult goods that would include the parents’ clothing purchases. The
region of the country might also affect spending on adult goods.
This discussion will examine the impact of alternative functional form assumptions on
estimates of the share of total spending devoted to children based upon Rothbarth methodology.
However many of the conclusions drawn in this note apply equally to the Engel or any other isoprop methodology with the sole difference being that the relationship between family size, total
spending and the iso-prop measure of well-being (the food share in the case of the Engel method)
will differ. For example, while the Rothbarth assumes that family size will be negatively
correlated with spending on adult goods it will be assume to be positively correlated with the
food share. In this appendix, I will be focusing upon husband-wife families with and without
children. Consequently, variation in family size is in reality a reflection in the number of
children present in the family.
In general, we can specify a generalized relationship between spending on adult goods (AG),
family size (FS=2+K where K is the number of children), total spending (TS), observed other
factors (Z) and unobserved factors determining spending on adult goods (e) as
AG = F ( FS = 2 + K ,TS ,Z ,") .

where the Rothbarth methodology assumes that
!

"F
<0
"K

and

"F
> 0.
"TS

!
If a family with K children
has TSK total spending then a childless couple with all of the
other characteristics (Z and e) identical to the family with children would be equally well off if
they had a level of total spending TSo where
TSo such that F ( 2,TSo ,Z ,") = F ( 2 + K ,TSK ,Z ,")

and consequently the share of the family’s total spending, TSK, devoted to the children would be
equal to
!
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CS =

TSK " TSo
.
TSK

! of the function, F, we can’t be more specific about what
Without further specification
determines the share of total spending going to the children. A typical assumption that is made is
that the number of children and total spending are additively separable from other factors
determining adult spending. Specifically this implies
AG = F ( FS ,TS ,Z ,") = G( F ,TS ) + H ( Z ,") .

Assuming this form of separability, we can see that the equivalent level of total spending, TSo,
will depend on the number of children and the total spending of the family with children and not
!
on other factors
TSo such that G( 2,TSo ) = G( 2 + K ,TSK )

and hence the proportion of the spending made for the children will not be affected by the factors
Z or e. I am not aware of any study that has not made the above assumption. For the purpose of
!
establishing child support guidelines this assumption is not problematic since if it were not made,
the choice of other factors (Z) would need to be made and would theoretically affect the
guideline amounts.
Now let use turn to how the specific choice of functional form for G will affect how the share
of total spending devoted to the children (CS). We begin by asking ourselves whether we
believe whether the effect of the number of children or total spending on the purchases has either
a constant absolute effect or constant proportional effect?
Let us assume first a constant absolute effect that would be the case if we had assumed that
household preferences were consistent with the linear expenditure system. While Espenshade
employs an Engel approach to the estimation of the spending on children, he also assumes that
the effect of children and total spending (income in his case) has a constant absolute effect on
spending. This assumption is referred to as the linear specification. Specifically we will assume
that G is equal to
(linear specification): G( FS ,TS ) = "FS + #TS where " < 0, # > 0
which implies that
!

TSo = TSK +

"K
#

and
!
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#% K (
CS = " '
*.
$ & TSK )
The share of spending on children will increase with the number of children but decline with
increases in total spending of the family with children. The marginal effect of an additional child
!
on the children’s share (for example, the marginal effect of an additional child would reflect the
change from one child to two children) is smaller for families with higher levels of total spending
but is independent of the number of children.

"CS
$& 1 )
=# (
+> 0
"K
% ' TSK *

" 2CS $ &( 1 )+
CS
= (
=
#
<0
"TS"K % ' TSK2 +*
TSK

" 2CS
"K 2

= 0.

! marginal effect of a change in total spending in the family with children is negative but
The
becomes less negative with increases in total spending

"CS # %' K (*
CS
= '
=+
<0
*
"TS $ & TSK2 )
TSK

# % K (*
CS
= +2 ''
=2
> 0.
*
$ & TSK3 )
"TS 2
TSK2

" 2CS

! let us assume that the impact of family size and total spending has a proportional effect
Now
on adult good spending. Two simple functional forms consistent with this assumption is to
assume that G is equal to

(log-linear specification): G( FS ,TS ) = e" + #FS +$TS
or

!
(log-log specification): G( FS ,TS ) = e" FS # TS $ .
Each of these two specifications can be written alternatively by taking the log of AG and
assuming that the effect of other factors (Z and ε) also have a proportional effect on total
!
spending
F ( FS ,TS ,Z ,") = G( FS ,TS ) H ( Z ,") .

These assumptions imply that the log of adult spending will equal
!
ln ( AG) = " + #FS + $TS + ln H ( Z ,%)
(log-linear specification):

[
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[

]

(log-log specification): ln ( AG) = " + # ln ( FS ) + $ ln (TS ) + ln H ( Z ,%) where # < 0,$ > 0 .

! the levels of spending on adult goods is equivalent to equating the log of
Since equating
spending levels, the formula for the proportion of spending on children is equivalent to the
computed proportional spending on children using the constant absolute effect model

#% K (
(log-linear specification): CS = " '
*.
$ & TSK )
The reader should not conclude that we would get the same estimated coefficients by regressing
the level of adult spending on family size and total spending as from the regression of the log of
!
adult spending on the same two variables (holding constant the same other factors) but the ratio
should be roughly the same unless the functional form choice does truly affect the estimate of the
ratio. This might occur because when using the linear specification the estimates, α and δ,
reflect the average effect of family size and total spending at the mean of the sample while in the
log-linear model they would reflect the marginal effects at the median observation.
The choice of the log-log specification provides truly alternative of the proportion of total
spending on children. In the log-log formulation the share of total spending devoted to the
children equals
)

# 2 &" *
CS = 1 " %
( .
$2+ K'
The difference between the alternative specifications should now be evident. While in both
the linear and log-linear specifications, increases in total spending in the family will decrease the
!
share of total spending on children, changes in total spending doesn’t affect the children’s share
in the log-log specification. I want to emphasize that these relationship reflect functional form
assumptions and not a reflection of any empirical facts. The share of spending devoted to the
children will depend solely upon the number of children and is not a function of the total
spending of the family. As the number of children increases then the effect on the children’s
share of total spending will be equal to

"CS
$& 1 )
=# (
+(1 # CS ) > 0 if χ<0 and η>0.
"K
%'2+ K*
The marginal effect of an additional child on the children’s share of total spending will diminish
as more children are added to the family
!
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&
)
# ( 1 % CS
1 "CS +
= (
+
+ < 0.
"K 2 $ ( ( 2 + K ) 2 2 + K "K +
'
*

" 2CS

Interpretation !
Let consider the case where the size of the family does not affect adult spending (α,β,χ are
all zero). If the data supported this finding then the proportion spent on the children would be
estimated to be zero. Using the Rothbarth logic if the adults are not found to reduce their
spending as the number of children increases then they are not spending on their children.
However, it could be the case that the parents are reducing consumption on their consumption of
non-adult goods or goods that are jointly consumed with the children to make room for the
purchase of goods that will be solely consumed by the children. It is this observation that leads
many to conclude that the Rothbarth methodology will tend to underestimate the true costs of
children.
As α, β, and χ become negative or more negative, the children’s share of spending rises. If
we believe that a per capita sharing of resources represents an upper limit (in reality it isn’t
because parents could choose to spend more on their children than they do on themselves) then
there should be a relationship between effect of additional children (α,β,χ) and the effect of
additional total spending (δ,γ,η). For the linear specification the marginal reduction in spending
on adult goods due to additional children (-α) should be less than the per capita total spending in
the family with children times the effect of total spending on adult goods (δ)
"# $ %

TSK
.
2+ K

For the log-linear specification, the logical restriction on effect of additional children is identical
to the linear specification but uses the corresponding parameters (β,γ)
!
TSK
.
"# $ %
2+ K
Testing of these restrictions is difficult since they depend not solely upon parameter values but
also the level of per capita total spending in the family. The log-log formulation of adult good
!
spending relationship has a clear advantage because the restriction on parameters can made
solely on the basis of parameter values. Specifically the restriction that the estimate of the
amount of sharing is less or equal to per capita sharing can be stated as
"# $% .

!
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In my past empirical work, I have employed the following functional form for the log of adult
spending

% TS (
ln ( AG) = " + # ln ( FS ) + $ ln' *
& FS )
which can be rewritten as

!

ln ( AG) = " + (# $ %) ln ( FS ) + % ln (TS ) .

The second formulation shows the equivalency between the two log-log specifications (χ=π−η)
and consequently if χ is to be negative for χ to be less in absolute value than η then
!
0 <π < η.

The reason for preferring this specification (holding per capita total spending constant) versus the
specification holding total spending constant is the direct interpretation one can give to π. The
children’s share of total spending is equal to
)

# 2 &1" *
CS = 1 " %
.
(
$2+ K'

The term π/η represents the economies of scale in consumption that will range from 0 to 1.
When π/η is zero then the children’s share will be their per capita share but as π/η increases their
!
share will decline until it equals 1 where in fact there are ‘infinite’ economies of scale in
consumption – the children are ‘free’.

Mixtures of Functional Forms
Finally, there is a mixture of the log-linear and log-log specifications that have been
employed or suggested to be used. Specifically the Florida State researchers in their estimation
of the Engel model have employed where the log of adult good spending is linear in number of
children and linear in the log of either total spending or per capita total spending.
The formulation that is linear in family size (children) and linear in the log of total spending
can be characterized as

[

]

ln( AG ) = " + #K + µ ln (TS ) + ln H( Z, $) where # < 0,µ > 0
where the associated children’s of total spending would equal

!
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CS = 1 " e

#K
µ

.

! same characteristic with the log-log specification that the
This functional form shares the
children’s share of total spending is independent of the level of total spending. The effect of an
additional child on the children’s share is
$

"CS
$ µK
$
=# e
= # ( 1 # CS ) > 0
"K
µ
µ
which also implies like the log-log specification that the marginal effect of an additional child on
the children’s share will be negative
!

% $ (2
= #' * ( 1 # CS ) < 0
& µ)
"K 2

" 2CS

A closely related functional form would also assume that the effect of family size is linear but
instead of holding total spending constant, it holds per capita spending constant
!
% TS (
ln ( AG) = " + #K + $ ln' * + ln H( Z, +) $ > 0 .
& FS )

[

]

The children’s share of total spending that corresponds to this functional form is

!

# 2 & )K
CS = 1 " %
( e*
$2+ K'

which is an interesting mixture of the previous functional form and the log-log specification.
Given we would expect!there to be economies of scale for children’s consumption, we can
anticipate there to be a positive income effect (θ>0) and consequently the effect of the number of
children should be non negative (ν≥0). If n is zero then the children’s share is the per capita
share but as n becomes positive then the children’s share of total spending declines holding the
number of children constant
#
"CS
K& 2 ) %K
=$ (
e
<0
+
"#
% '2+ k*

As the number of children increases, the children’s share of total spending will increase

!
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& 1
"CS
$)
#
= (1 # CS )(
# + > 0 if " <
.
"K
2+ K
'2 + K % *
However, it is possible for the children’s share to fall as the number of children rises. The
marginal effect of an additional child depends upon
! the number of children but if the marginal
!
effect is positive then as the number of children increases the marginal effect should decline

" 2CS
"K 2

=#

1 # CS

(2 + K )

2

#

"CS & 1
$)
#
(
+ < 0.
"K ' 2 + K % *

Deciding between Functional Forms

!
While this discussion
has highlighted the impact of alternative functional form assumptions,
we will need to examine the data to see which specification is more consistent with the empirical
evidence. From the analysis sample I constructed for this report, I have plotted the amount of
spending on adult goods versus the amount of total spending in husband wife families with two
children. To be included in any of the plots, the family must have had at least one dollar of
spending on adult goods. The following three graphs show the relationship between these two
variables for the linear model (figure F.1), log-linear model (figure F.2) and the log-log
specification (figure F.3).

Figure F.1
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Figure F.2

Figure F.3
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While this is not a formal test, one can use these graphs to identify which model best corresponds
to the assumptions of classical regression analysis. When examining the plots ask yourself
which plot best corresponds to the situation where the scatter plot is created by random variation
around a line.
In Figure F.1 (linear specification), one can see that estimates of the effect of total spending
on adult goods will be difficult to estimate. Given that spending on adult goods is in practice
limited to total spending, as total spending rises not only does spending on adult goods but also
the variance of spending on adult goods. Remember that this data will be used to estimate d the
effect of total spending on adult good purchases and the more variation in its estimate will
correspond to greater variation in the estimates of the children’s share of total spending
regardless of the precision in the estimates of the effect of children on spending.
Figure F.2 (log-linear specification) clearly displays a non-linear relationship between the log
of adult spending and the level of total spending in the family. Estimating a linear total spending
effect would overestimate spending on adult goods at low and high levels of total spending.
While quadratic terms of total spending could be included to account for the non-linearity in the
effect of total spending, perhaps a simple transformation of total spending would be preferable.
The log-log specification (Figure F.3) does just that and comes the closest to depicting the
relationship between the two goods that would have created by the assumptions of the classical
linear regression model. While an eye ball inspection of this transformed data indicates there
still may be a slight non-linear effect of total spending on adult goods, the clustering of the
scatter plot suggests that this functional form specification is more consistent with the data than
are the other two specifications.
I would suggest that this provides sufficient evidence (similar figures for other family types –
childless couples and husband-wife families with different number of children were examined
and yielded the same results) to adopt the log-log specification. However, this evidence does not
suggest which formulation of the basic log-log or mixture formulation is the most appropriate.
To let the data tells would require a complicated non-nested hypothesis test. I am not proposing
to do such a test but reserve it for future research. Until that test is performed, I will examine the
effect of alternative functional forms in the estimates.

Modifications to Basic Log-Log Specification
As it is probably evident from this discussion, I do have a clear favorite. It is the log-log
specification where total spending is represented by the log of per capita total spending and the
number of children is reflected in the log of family size

% TS (
ln ( AG) = " + # ln( FS ) + $ ln' * + ln H ( Z ,+) .
& FS )

[
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The children’s share of total spending implicit from this functional form is
)

# 2 &1" *
CS = 1 " %
.
(
$2+ K'

While this is a fairly simple model, one might question two features. One potential concern is
that the level of total spending does not affect the children’s share. The easiest fix is to include
!
the square of the log of per capita total spending into the model

% % TS (( 2
% TS (
ln ( AG) = " + # ln( FS ) + $1 ln' * + $2 ' ln' ** + ln H ( Z ,+) .
& FS )
& & FS ))

[

]

If η2 is found to be significantly different from zero then the children’s share will become a
function of the level of total spending. Unfortunately with the non-linearity of the log of per
!
capita spending, it is not possible to derive an explicit function for the children’s share of total
spending. However it can be shown that the children’s share will be negatively related to total
spending (holding the number of children constant) if η 2 is negative (assuming that η1 is positive
which means that families with higher level of total spending will have smaller effects of
increases in per capita total spending).
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Appendix G: Estimate of Engel Model
The dependent variable lnfshare is the log of the budget share of food at home relative budget
share of all other goods.

Source |
SS
df
MS
-------------+-----------------------------Model | 1395.63468
20
69.781734
Residual | 1172.64315 7825
.14985855
-------------+-----------------------------Total | 2568.27784 7845 .327377672

Number of obs
F( 20, 7825)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

=
=
=
=
=
=

7846
465.65
0.0000
0.5434
0.5422
.38712

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------lnfshare |
Coef.
Std. Err.
t
P>|t|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------lnfsize |
-.320982
.014496
-22.14
0.000
-.349398
-.292566
lnpctout1 | -.7523944
.0468379
-16.06
0.000
-.8442092
-.6605795
lnpctout12 |
.0009566
.0080661
0.12
0.906
-.0148551
.0167684
black | -.0974046
.0176588
-5.52
0.000
-.1320205
-.0627887
hnohs |
.0251504
.0171929
1.46
0.144
-.0085522
.0588531
hcollege |
.0216351
.0111192
1.95
0.052
-.0001614
.0434317
wnohs |
.0322901
.0188929
1.71
0.087
-.0047449
.0693252
wcollege | -.0202321
.0108728
-1.86
0.063
-.0415457
.0010815
ww_wife |
.0231672
.0182457
1.27
0.204
-.0125993
.0589336
wfulltime | -.0171445
.0124728
-1.37
0.169
-.0415946
.0073056
bothwork | -.0650448
.0157649
-4.13
0.000
-.0959481
-.0341414
ne |
.1403571
.0139411
10.07
0.000
.1130288
.1676853
south |
.0813394
.0115763
7.03
0.000
.0586468
.104032
west |
.0634614
.0128419
4.94
0.000
.0382878
.088635
year |
.0084295
.0175166
0.48
0.630
-.0259076
.0427666
y2004 |
.0212164
.0397248
0.53
0.593
-.0566548
.0990876
y2005 |
.0629275
.0230096
2.73
0.006
.0178225
.1080325
y2007 |
.0079238
.0221623
0.36
0.721
-.0355203
.0513679
y2008 |
.0183518
.0421866
0.44
0.664
-.0643452
.1010487
complete3 | -.0018853
.0100589
-0.19
0.851
-.0216035
.0178329
_cons | -16.65141
35.13692
-0.47
0.636
-85.52916
52.22634
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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